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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Future customers will demand personalized goods and services. Value creation must            
therefore have a larger focus on product development and design, supply chain management and              
after-sales services. The key to success in the future fashion industry, is reduction of the reliance on                 
traditional demand forecasting. Firms should instead put a larger focus on adapting shorter lead times               
and agile supply chain designs. Industry 4.0 will require an evolution of how clothing is designed and                 
produced. It requires an implementation of new technologies able to identify data for expanding a               
consumer driven design and product development, combined with new technologies for flexible, local             
on-demand production.  
 
Purpose: The purpose of the study is to explore how buying firms in the buyer-driven fashion supply                 
chain utilize digitization and digital linking technology to create benefits for the firm.  
 
Methodology: The study is of qualitative character and the reasoning is abductive, as theory on supply                
chain configuration is applied to the fashion supply chain. The empirical data was generated through               
in-depth, semi-structured expert interviews through a purposive sample of seven fashion industry            
professionals. 
 
Findings and Analysis: In order to answer the research question, the empirical data was thematically               
analyzed and a main overarching theme and five subthemes emerged. The themes were compared to               
the theoretical framework of supply chain configuration. The elementary business opportunity in a             
digitized supply chain, is the combination of digital and physical resources to raise performance and               
support business innovation. The configuration between physical units, virtual units and information            
processing service supply chain units is crucial to create an added value to a service or a product. The                   
empirical data revealed clear examples of how the configuration between the units is applied to create                
benefits for the firm. The findings elaborate the theory of supply chain configuration and contribute to                
the research field of strategic management and organizational theory.  
 
Research Limitations and Suggestions for further research: The sample of industry expertes            
represent a limited segment of the fashion industry, which could have made an impact on the data                 
collection and is therefore a limitation to the study. The interview participants are provided with               
anonymity, which creates limitations concerning transparency. Further, differences in the methods of            
data collection is another factor limiting the study. The study proposes several suggestions for further               
research, one being the suggestion to conduct a longitudinal study with a similar purpose and research                
question. 
 
Keywords: Digitization, Fashion supply chain, Supply chain configuration, Cloud chain          
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1. Introduction 
 

The fashion industry has always been influenced by rapid technological development and            

changes in customer demand. Today, many predict the future customer to have a high level of                

digital knowledge and being used to personalized goods and services (ETP, 2016). In order to               

create the value the future customers’ demand, firms must have a larger focus on product               

development and design, supply chain management and after-sales services (Veugelers,          

2017). 

 

The fashion supply chain is often described as the logistic network of entities, such as               

suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and the relationships between these entities as they           

manage the flow of materials and information. To optimize its performance, supply chain             

configuration in accordance to economic, political, societal and technological developments is           

essential (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). The volatile market and rapid technological           

development force fashion brands to rethink and adapt the supply chain configuration in order              

to survive on the market (Gaimster, 2012). Adapting to changing surroundings is however not              

a new concern within the fashion industry. The first transformation which had a significant              

impact on production and led to automation of the supply chain, was brought by steam and                

waterpower, an event recognized as Industry 1.0. Electrification is known as Industry 2.0 and              

the digital computer as Industry 3.0. Today, we face Industry 4.0, which refers to digitization               

(Andrews et al., 2016). According to a prediction by the European Technology Platform             

(2016) this paradigm will require an evolution of how clothing is designed and produced.              

New business models need to facilitate deep consumer interaction and servitization, requiring            

networks of customers, designers, producers and service providers to share data on a more              

integrated level than before. Industry 4.0 requires an implementation of new technologies able             

to identify data to enable a consumer-driven design and product development, combined with             

new production technologies for flexible, local on-demand production (ETP, 2016). The key            

to success in the future fashion industry, is reducing the reliance on traditional demand              

forecast, focusing further on adopting shorter lead times and agile supply chains. In this way,               
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firms can become more responsive and better follow the accelerated changes in society and              

customer demand (Christopher, Lowson and Peck, 2004).  

 

Actors in the fashion supply chain are going through a considerable reconstructuring in             

technological processes and changes in location of production and the quality of products             

produced (Keenan, Saritas and Kroener, 2004). This study explores what a digitized fashion             

supply chain is and how buying firms in the buyer-driven supply chain can benefit from               

implementing it. Additionally, the study investigates whether a digitized fashion supply chain            

could be essential for bolstering the future competitiveness of the European textile and             

apparel firms. Due to financial reasons, suppliers located in Europe are struggling to maintain              

and improve their position in the global textile and apparel industry. It is widely recognized               

that European firms could invest in digitization to secure a strong and lucrative position in the                

industry (Keenan, Saritas and Kroener, 2004).  

 

1.2 Background 
Mass produced fashion has simplified styling and sizing, as size standards are developed to              

ease the cutting and sewing processes of large-scale collections. Today, clothing is often made              

in large factories and distributed through retail chain stores (Burns, Mullet and Bryant, 2011).              

The trend of mass producing apparel has encouraged large, publicly traded conglomerates to             

buy smaller apparel companies and in attempts to keep costs down, vertical integration is a               

popular supply chain strategy (Keenan, Saritas and Kroener, 2004). In spite of technological             

advancements providing the means to mass produce, today’s textile and apparel manufacture            

is still very labour-intensive, especially at the assembly (sewing) stage (Jones, 2006). Labour             

costs are often seen as the major incentive for production location, but other relevant factors               

are access to markets, ease of establishing a factory, infrastructure and government regulation             

(Lopez-Acevedo and Robertson, 2012). International trade compliances have fostered large          

corporations’ relocation of textile and apparel production from developed countries to           

developing countries in order to decrease production costs (Keenan, Saritas and Kroener,            

2004.  
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A significant event leading to the evolution of today’s global textile and apparel supply chain               

took place in 1995, when textiles and clothing became incorporated into the World Trade              

Organization. Another milestone was the expiration of the Multi Fibre Arrangement in 2005.             

This agreement used to impose quotas on the amount of textiles developing countries could              

export to developed countries (Keenan, Saritas and Kroener, 2004). The removal of quotas             

rendered possible allocation of apparel production according to market incentives rather than            

regulations. Since the expiration of the Multi Fibre Arrangement in 2005, European textile             

export has seen a steady decrease, while the import of textiles into Europe from other               

countries has grown (Burns, Mullet and Bryant, 2011). This has led to the textile and apparel                

supply chain extending globally and consisting of a complex series of interrelated value             

adding activities performed by different actors, originating in the fiber manufacturing and            

terminating in the delivery of a product to the customer (Christopher, Lowson and Peck, 2004;               

Jones, 2006). The “buyer-driven supply chain” is a name for this pattern of trade-led              

industrialization, where retailers or branded manufacturers play a pivotal role in contracting            

manufacturers or setting up decentralized production, typically located in developing          

countries. The buyer-driven supply chain is common in labour-intensive consumer-goods          

industries, such as textiles and apparel (Gereffi and Memedovic, 2003). 

 

Europe is home to some of history’s most celebrated and important textile and fashion              

manufacturers, artists and innovators (Ditty, 2015). Although regional production of textile           

and apparel has decreased significantly, it still remains an important part of the European              

manufacturing industry (European Commission, 2018). Apparel has continued being a viable           

part of the EU countries’ economies, but is struggling in the face of constant decrease (Taplin,                

2006). Today, Europe’s textile industry employs around 1.7 million people and generated a             

turnover of EUR 166 billion in 2017 (European Commission, 2018). The European textile             

industry is mainly based on small enterprises, as around 90% of the companies in the industry                

have less than 50 employees (European Commission, 2018). European textile producers are            

world leaders in technical and non-woven textiles, as well as in garments of high quality with                

valuable designcontent. Due to the differences in labour costs compared to developing            

countries, it is quite impossible for the European textile manufacturers to compete in mass              

production. Thus, in order to be profitable, European apparel companies ought to not focus on               
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mass production, but rather on what they do best within a specific product segments.              

Accordingly, European fashion companies should utilize innovative technologies in an agile           

supply chain network to create highly value-added products (European Commission, 2018). In            

2012, the European Commission published a new industrial policy for the European Union,             

setting out a roadmap for re-industrializing Europe and raising the share of GDP from 16 to                

20%. The vision of a re-industrialized Europe can be realized through new technologies able              

to integrate value chains of enterprises in manufacturing industries (Veugelers, 2017). Digital            

technology can facilitate production and communication in the supply chain, and could, if             

utilized well, become a major competitive advantage for European apparel firms (Keenan,            

Saritas and Kroener, 2004). In other words, European apparel and fashion companies should             

make use of digital technologies to innovate new business models rather than falling back on               

economies of scale (Keenan, Saritas and Kroener, 2004; Jones, 2006). 

 

In today’s digital environment, new products are launched and businesses born every day.             

Customers are difficult to keep and costly to replace. Companies depend on strategic relations              

to their customers and suppliers to create value systems that add a competitive edge in the                

market (Handfield and Nichols, 2002). As a volatile customer demand is the new normal in               

the fashion industry, this calls for new supply chain management strategies, such as a higher               

degree of customer integration and shorter lead times (Lin et al., 2013). Customers expect              

their interaction with a company to be in real time and personalized, with information that               

represents their specific history within the company (Handfield and Nichols, 2002). Future            

textile supply chains must be able to deliver high quality products from innovative concept to               

markets in a rapid pace, all in support of the customer maximizing his or her product spending                 

satisfaction (Cooper, 2010). To increase a product’s value perception, fashion companies           

should consider customization in product development - a strategy completely dependent on            

technology (Anderson-Connell, Ulrich and Brannon, 2002). Customization requires increased         

speed, efficiency and agility in the supply chain (Cooper, 2010). The agile supply chain              

design, developed to synchronize supply with demand and operate on low scale volumes,             

which corresponds well with delivery of customized products - is therefore preferable            

(Swafford, Ghosh and Murthy, 2008). Agile supply chains however require reconfiguration of            

the traditional fashion supply chain structure (Swafford et al., 2008). The agile supply chain              
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commands a new level of customer integration and a realignment of partners and suppliers              

from a linear into a network formation (Bharadwaj et al., 2013). Digitization renders possible              

alignment and virtual integration of processes. Closer cooperation and information sharing as            

a foundation for agility is achieved. Digitization can therefore work as a cornerstone for an               

agile supply chain and bring successful opportunities to the company (Keenan, Saritas and             

Kroener, 2004).  

 

The fundamental business opportunity in a digitized supply chain is the combination of             

information and technology to raise human performance. Digitization brings together digital           

and physical resources, resulting in business innovation (McDonald, 2012). Digitization is           

successful when a company manages to rely on pervasive digital connections in technologies,             

such as cloud, mobile and big data, and merge these to perform better. The more digital                

connections between people, places, information and things, the more customers and partners            

can interact with companies and each other in a seamless and satisfying way (McDonald,              

2012). Digitization of the supply chain is the implementation of digital technologies to enable              

new business models, new products and services and the integration of every link in a firm’s                

supply chain (Andrews et al., 2016). A digitized supply chain can improve information             

sharing for coordination within and across firms (Bharadwaj et al., 2013). Fashion            

manufacturing firms work in complex supply chain systems and bring new products to the              

market several times each year. Fashion companies therefore have an interest in investing in              

digitization of the supply chain, to develop new products or produce existing ones in a better                

way (EURATEX, 2015). A study by the Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA),              

Accenture and DHL (2017) found digitization combined with new supply chain models can             

work to increase flexibility in an industry such as the fashion industry. In the fashion industry,                

digitization help supply chain parties to adapt collaborative approaches and improve the level             

of shared communication and achieve operational flexibility, the core ingredient in agile            

supply chains (CFDA, Accenture and DHL, 2017). Almost a decade ago, Cooper (2010)             

studied future textile supply chains and suggested a number of benefits digital technology can              

bring to this particular industry. He predicted that digital technology would be able to unify               

independent actors and help them share information which would strengthen win-win           

partnerships and cooperation. Through digital technology, information concerning product         
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development, procurement and manufacturing could be shared among the functions in the            

fashion supply chain (Cooper, 2010). Swafford et al. (2008) proposed these characteristics of             

digital technology would improve communication and in turn lead to shorter development            

time, ramp-up and manufacturing time. Shorter lead times allow firms to be more flexible and               

therefore agile (Swafford et al., 2008). Contemporary authors are still agreeing on these             

approaches and underline how digitized supply chains enhance automation of production and            

favours the flow of information and materials (Veugelers, 2017). A digitized supply chain             

could decrease supply chain complexity and work as a lever for manufacturing companies to              

maintain or backshore production domestically. In this way, a digitized supply chain            

configuration could affect today’s globalization dynamics and suggest new business models           

for manufacturing regionally (Veugelers, 2017; Stentoft, Mikkelsen and Jensen, 2016).  

 

1.3 Problem and gap 

Some industries adapt digitized supply chains faster than others. According to research,            

established consumer-facing companies with global supply chains, such as retailers of           

fast-moving consumer goods, including fashion and apparel, are by and large among the             

slowest to advance in digitization (Andrews et al., 2016). Although research highlights the             

competitive benefits of digitization, the fashion industry is lagging behind in this field (Jones,              

2006). As earlier explained, the growth of the global fashion supply chain has resulted in very                

few products being manufactured in the same country as they are developed. Factors such as               

language barriers, time zone differences and sheer geographical distances limit the           

communication between manufacturing plants and buyers. Despite these long distances,          

digital technology provides better possibilities to connectivity than ever before (Anon., 2018).            

However, most technical and digital advancements in the textile industry have been            

concentrated on specific parts of the upstream (supply side) supply chain, such as design and               

cutting, transport of garments between machines, monitoring and control of production           

operations and ad hoc modifications to existing machines (Jones, 2006). Web-based           

technologies have indeed permitted both smaller and larger apparel companies to implement            

effective supply chain management for information sharing in a B2B, business-to-business           

context (Burns, Mullet and Bryant, 2011). Nonetheless, these systems often lack possibilities            
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for trading partners to directly interact in real time, to comment on or amend existing plans                

(Harrison, van Hoek and Skipworth, 2002). Therefore, companies who are able to configure             

digitization into their supply chains will gain huge advantages, leaving firms who delay             

behind (Andrews et al., 2016).  

 

Currently, little research exist regarding how firms in today’s fashion industry adapt            

digitization in their complex supply chains. By studying digitization and supply chain            

configuration in the context of the fashion industry, it is possible to explore how the               

individual buying firm can implement digitization and generate competitive benefits in terms            

of supply chain agility and flexibility. In this study, digitization of the fashion supply chain is                

addressed through the theoretical lense of supply chain configuration. In this way, benefits             

and prospects of a digitized fashion supply chain are connected to theories concerning supply              

chain configuration. The findings of the study aim to contribute to the general theory of               

supply chain configuration. As previously presented, the purpose of the study is a matter of               

particular interest in the European textile industry, as it struggles to maintain and build              

competitiveness of production. Studying how digitization merges physical and virtual supply           

chain processes to create a competitive advantage for the firm, is in line with the European                

Commission’s industrial policy of digital technology contributing to a re-industrialized          

Europe of integrated value chains.  

 

1.4 Purpose and research question 

The aim of the study is to explore how digitization can be implemented in the buyer-driven                

fashion supply chain and support innovation and competitiveness for buying firms. The            

purpose of this qualitative study is to explore how buying firms in the fashion industry can                

utilize the opportunities digitization and digital linking technology provide. This is           

accomplished by studying what constitutes today’s digitized fashion supply chain and           

understanding how future digital developments in the area can bring competitive advantage to             

the firm. The findings of the study will contribute to the theory of supply chain configuration.                

The research question is constructed as follows: How can buying firms in the buyer-driven              

fashion supply chain benefit from a digitized supply chain reconfiguration? 
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1.5 Research scope 
This study is mainly delimited to firms that fit the described definition of a buyer-driven               

model of the fashion supply chain, i.e fashion value chains in which marketers, retailers and               

branded manufacturers partly or fully decentralize parts of production in a variety of             

exporting countries. In this study, theories of supply chain configuration are compared to             

empirical data from a purposive sample of seven industry experts from the fashion industry.              

This sample was limited to managers in buying firms who work directly with digitization              

initiatives within fashion supply chain processes, such as design, supply chain management            

and product development. The theoretical framework used in the study has a particular focus              

on supply chain configuration and theories of how firms can generate competitive advantage.             

As described in the introduction of this paper, the fashion industry faces an industry              

transformation which will affect how clothes are being designed and produced, and therefore             

requires a rethink of supply chain management strategies. As the future is uncertain, it is               

interesting to apply established theories in the context of a transformative industry, such as the               

fashion industry, for theory elaboration within the field of supply chain configuration. 

 

The study is directed towards an academic crowd with knowledge of textile management or              

similar experience of the textile industry. Therefore, common terms in the field of textile              

management are not defined or explained in detail. The literature review covers a broad range               

of extensive topics in themselves, which is why the literature is delimited to provide the               

reader with an overview of components in a digitized fashion supply chain. Going too much               

into detail about each topic in the literature review might confuse the reader and take away                

attention from the intention of the study, which is to understand the strategic competitive              

benefit of a supply chain reconfiguration. Therefore, this study will not provide the reader              

with detailed information about specific tools within the digitized fashion supply chain.  

 

As this study is of qualitative character, the findings in the study are interpretive, affected by                

the interviewees’ experiences and understandings. In the light of their everyday knowledge            

and structures of relevance, interviewees attribute meaning to the questions asked during the             

interview and respond based on their subjective interpretations of the questions (Trinczek,            
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2009). Cicourel (1970, cited in Trincek, 2009) stressed that one cannot engage in social              

science research methods without taking this principle of subjective interpretation into           

consideration. This said, the interviewees’ contextual sensitivity is regarded as an advantage            

of qualitative interview methods (Trincek, 2009). Due to time constraints, a larger sample             

than seven industry experts were not possible to generate. As the conclusions are grounded in               

the empirical and theoretical observations, the delimitations of a small sample should be taken              

into consideration (Bryman and Bell, 2003). When analysing empirical data, talking with            

fellow analysts is recommended in order to stimulate the researcher’s thinking (Lofland et al.,              

2006). Moreover, this study has been carried out by the author, independently analyzing and              

interpreting empirical data. During the research process, the author was not part of an              

opponent group and the study was therefore conducted without a sounding board of people              

interested in the project. This said, rather than conclusive arguments, the study aims to present               

its analysis and findings in order to inspire further debate in an under-researched area. 
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2. Literature Review 

The following chapter presents a review of relevant literature concerning digitization of the             

fashion supply chain. The review presents the digital processes implemented in supply chain             

activities to demonstrate what a digitized fashion supply chain can comprise. The review             

includes literature from the textile industry, along with other manufacturing and service            

industries, that could also be applied in the context of the fashion industry. The text is                

concentrating on digitization of the vital value adding activities in a buyer-driven fashion             

supply chain. In a buyer-driven supply chain, value is generated through combinations of             

high-value research in product development, design, sales, marketing and financial services           

that allow the retailers to act as strategic brokers in linking factories and traders with product                

niches in the consumer market (Gereffi and Memedovic, 2003). The literature review in an              

abductive research works to establish new insight about an existing phenomena, or to             

construct a pre-designed path from where the research can “carry off”. This is in contrast to                

the deductive approach, which rather moves from the general to the particular (Kovács and              

Spens, 2005). As this study has an abductive reasoning, the literature review has the function               

of establishing concepts that are interpreted or re-contextualized within a new contextual            

framework. The literature review establishes a conceptual framework of a digitized fashion            

supply chain, which will be re-interpreted and explained through the empirical data.  

 

2.1 The digitized buyer-driven fashion supply chain  
The fashion industry is becoming a digital industry, where huge volumes of data, digital              

collaboration, online social interaction and e-commerce come together to create and sell a             

physical product to a digital native demographic (Anon., 2018). As described by McDonald             

(2012), digitization of the supply chain refers to complementing the current system by digital              

connections between people, places and information through merging digital and physical           

resources for improved management. The intention is to improve reliability, agility and            

effectiveness, as information becomes increasingly available and superior collaboration is          

enabled across digital platforms (McDonald, 2012). Raab and Griffin-Cryan (2011) described           
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how there is a major difference between traditional and digitized supply chains, and             

digitization therefore will have major impacts on supply chains in traditional industries which             

produce physical goods. While traditional supply chains rely on a mix of electronic and              

paper-based processes and documentation, digitized supply chains have the capability to           

enable superior collaboration and communication. Raab and Griffin-Cryan defined the          

hallmarks of a digitized supply chain as an end-to-end process, which gives employees all the               

needed information for straight through processing. The authors further underlined how a            

digitized supply chain means aligning digital initiatives with supply chain goals to realize             

untapped potential of existing resources and capabilities. A digitized supply chain therefore            

enables flexible bundling of activities and improves visibility. Ubiquitous information is the            

core of a digitized supply chain, as better visibility can enable companies to manage their own                

and contracted assets in a more cost efficient way, as well as optimize the customer and                

product portfolio. According to the authors, companies should embrace digitization and           

reconfigure the supply chain to overcome traditional and geographical silos. This does not             

necessarily refer to an acquisition of the newest digital technologies, as it rather concerns an               

alignment of digital initiatives with supply chain goals. In the authors’ view, a digital              

transformation is more about an enterprise-wide business transformation and less about           

technology (Raab and Griffin-Cryan, 2011).  

 

2.1.1 Creating a customized product 

In order to react to a volatile demand, creating products based on the actual customer demand                

is becoming more important for fashion companies. Through an empirical study of 196 new              

product development projects of Taiwanese high-tech firms, Lin et al. (2013) found            

manufacturing firms can improve speed to market, cost and product quality by involving             

customers to participate in the product development and design, either as information            

providers or co-developers. The results of the study indicated that product innovativeness            

positively affects the relationship between customer participation as a co-developer and new            

product development outcome, which further suggested the more customer participation as a            

co-developer in a radically innovative project, the better the new product development            

outcome. The authors however found empirical evidence of how customer participation does            

not always lead to desirable outcomes in new product development. The study therefore             
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suggested customer participation should be managed based on the degree of product            

innovativeness (Lin et al., 2013). Lu, Mok and Jin (2017) suggested the perception of the               

fashion design process must be revised in the era of digital technology. The authors called the                

future of design a reversed design process built on digital technology, as it starts with the                

customer’s request on a virtual projection of a garment, and ends with 2D pattern pieces               

matching the virtual projection (Lu et al., 2017). Peterson (2016) described “co-design” as the              

collaborative process between customer, retailer and manufacturer, by which a product is            

customized accordingly to the customer’s preferences. Such co-design processes incorporate          

the customer into the design and product development on a more integrated level than before               

(Peterson, 2016).  

 

Xie and Jia (2016) studied consumer involvement in firms new product development via             

online communities. The study revealed that consumer involvement in new product           

development is important for firm’s innovation and development. The authors suggested firms            

should utilize consumers not only as a source of demand information, but also as a source of                 

technical knowledge (Xie and Jia, 2016). Through a focus group research of            

mass-customization in the apparel industry, Anderson-Connell, Ulrich and Brannon (2002)          

found firms could involve customers in product development by using digital technology to             

invite the customer to view and select from the manufacturer’s entire line, rather than a               

limited range available through the retailer. In the process of collaborative customization, the             

designer is expected to help the customer to articulate his or her needs in a product within the                  

textile manufacturer’s capabilities. The apparel provider maintains a library of style images,            

that can be modified with the help of software. The authors highlighted how interactive virtual               

garment prototyping and fitting in 3D are emerging digital tools used among apparel             

designers and product developers who work with customization in their supply chains            

(Anderson-Connell, Ulrich and Brannon, 2002). Realistic virtual try-ons (VTO) enable online           

garment customization and can work as a helpful tool in the planning process. An ideal VTO                

imitates the physical experience of trying on a garment as close to reality as possible, giving                

feedback regarding fit, size and the behaviour of the garment in physical activities. A VTO is                

created out of a data core composed of a person’s data on body dimensions, as well as                 

garment and fabric preferences (Magnenat-Thalmann, 2010).  
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2.1.2 Fast and efficient manufacturing 

Except for digitizing processes within design and product development, the manufacturing           

processes are also becoming digitized. Anderson-Connell, Ulrich and Brannon (2002)          

described digital printing as a powerful tool in the supply chain, as it enables the production                

of a single lot of fabric. This can revolutionize textile manufacturers’ ability to respond              

quickly to a demand for a customized design (Anderson-Connell, Ulrich and Brannon, 2002).             

Pal, Larsson, Mattila and Honkala (2016) concluded through a participatory action research            

that local fashion value chains can integrate technologies like 3D and digital printing, digital              

cutting, digital order management and sales to create a flexible and agile supply chain. Digital               

manufacturing technologies in the textile value chain can shorten time to market and remove              

the need of supply chain nodes, such as prototyping and excessive inventory due to the               

flexible response to customer needs (Pal et al., 2016). In their study of supply chains in smart                 

city production systems, Kumar et al. (2016) claimed digital manufacturing tools can achieve             

a balance between production scale and the customization of a product. As an example,              

manufacturing activities entailing high costs due to the requirement of prototyping could            

profit from 3D digital printing. The impact of digital technologies could simply reduce the              

number of steps in the traditional manufacturing process. The authors argued that we are              

currently seeing a departure from global production theories to a local, “city manufacturing             

materiality”. The authors further explained how the city materiality is based on personal             

production and digital manufacturing, accessible and comprehensive for a wide range of            

people. However, the supply chain configuration has to be designed to involve the change in               

material flow, role and governance and to support the value structure. The authors recognized              

the need of further research within the area of study, in order to be able to make                 

generalizations to a wider spectra of industries (Kumar et al., 2016).  

 

Holmström, Holweg, Khajavi and Partanen (2015) studied direct digital manufacturing, or           

more commonly called 3D printing, and its ability to transform manufacturing and supply             

chain structures. Direct digital manufacturing enables direct manufacture from a digital design            

or a physical scan, with less assets than in the traditional supply chain. In this way, by                 

implementing direct digital manufacturing into the supply chain, the specific assets needed for             
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engaging in manufacturing are reduced while the business opportunity of investing in design             

increases. The authors highlighted how direct digital manufacturing is quite the opposite to             

the traditional apparel supply chain, which often consists of large numbers of stock keeping              

units and a large bill of materials. The authors pointed out how on-demand and on-site               

production, direct digital manufacturing techniques begin to replace traditional manufacturing          

in low-volume and high-variety supply chains, while it streamlines production schedules and            

reduces the assets needed for engaging in manufacturing. The authors clarified how direct             

digital manufacturing turns the manufacturing process more and more into computing. The            

study however recognized how direct digital manufacturing bears little resemblance to           

economic reality, considering direct digital manufacturing will not replace batch- or           

line-based manufacturing in the short or medium term. Holmström et al. (2015) meant direct              

digital manufacturing can only be introduced gradually, as it requires a rethink of how we run                

low-volume manufacturing operations and how manufactured goods are customized and          

upgraded. The authors pointed out how direct digital manufacturing has implications for the             

supply chain structure and management, as it would drive fundamental structural changes,            

such as cutting down the amount of tiers in a supply chain. The authors suggested information                

in form of a digital product is set to increasingly replace inventory as the focus of operations                 

and supply chain management. The authors recognize how these implications are not deeply             

understood and recognized the need of further research within the area (Holmström et al.,              

2015).  

 

2.1.3 Predicting demand through data 

As more and more individuals connect to the Internet through smart devices, access to              

information has increased in form of large amounts of data concerning individuals, financial             

transactions, sensors and devices (Park and Jayaraman, 2016). Zhong, Newman, Huang and            

Lan (2016) analyzed movements in Big Data for Supply chain management in service and              

manufacturing industries world-wide, including North America, Europe and the Asia Pacific           

region. The authors described how the massive amount of data stored, managed, processed             

and visualized through digital technological capabilities, has founded the discipline called           

“Big Data” (Zhong et al. 2016). Big Data refers to high volume, high velocity and high                

variety of dynamic data that exceed the processing capabilities of traditional data management             
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approaches (Russom 2011; Chen and Zhang 2014 in Wang et al. 2016). This has, in turn,                

triggered a “Big Data-movement”, which is transforming how businesses act and aim to adjust              

their behaviour and responses based on analysing Big Data (Park and Jayaraman, 2016).             

Retailers can track sales, profile customers and market directly to individuals with the help of               

sharing data analytics (Anderson-Connell, Ulrich and Brannon, 2002). Big Data is expanded            

to social media, browser logs and historic behavioural data for better understanding customer             

behaviours and preferences, so predictive models can identify potential markets and profit            

margin (Zhong et al., 2016).  

 

At the heart of the concept of Big Data, the individual is both the source of data and the                   

recipient of the resulting value after processing such data. A person is therefore both the               

information node and the market, as he or she receives a unique solution or benefit from the                 

data. The generated customer data works as valuable insights for designers and manufacturers,             

as they develop their products and supply chain strategies (Park and Jayaraman, 2016).             

According to estimation, Big Data gives companies the potential of increasing the operating             

margin significantly, while decreasing manufacturing and assembly costs at the same time            

(Park and Jayaraman, 2016). According to Zhong et al. (2016) Big Data transmission will              

create powerful networks of wireless communication standards based on smart devices, which            

can process the data transfer with high reliability and work cooperatively. Big Data market              

leaders are those who can use core technologies to interpret data, predict outcomes and learn               

from the vast collected data to produce better products or services (Zhong et al., 2016). 

 

In a literature review on Big Data analytics in logistics and supply chain management, Wang               

et al. (2016) proposed that Big Data is strategically important for a firm, as it can bring                 

competitive advantage. This is accomplished by analyzing big data to solve problems and             

improve coordination across the supply chain functions. In this way, big data can contribute to               

keeping costs at lower levels and improve supply chain operations efficiency. The authors             

defined the application of Big Data analytics on logistics and supply chain management as              

supply chain analytics. The authors further proposed a maturity framework of four capability             

methods, namely functional, process-based, collaborative, agile and sustainable supply chain          

analytics. As Big Data analytics can cover both customers and operations, it can transform the               
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supply chain into becoming more agile. It contributes to real time monitoring and uncertainty              

reduction, as well as flexibility and speed in accessing customer demands and creating short              

lead times. Wang et al. (2016) further highlighted how except for supporting the             

organizational activities, Big Data is also brings transparency to the supply chain functions.             

Companies who can collaborate closer with their suppliers can also govern issues concerning             

sustainability and achieve better control over their supply chains. Sharing data with external             

partners or suppliers can help companies to achieve supply chain integration in order to make               

better decisions. As the findings of the literature review was based on data collected from               

academic journals, the authors acknowledge the importance of including industry          

practitioners’ point of view in further research concerning supply chain management and Big             

Data (Wang et al., 2016).  

 

2.1.4 Information sharing  

As software solutions, platforms and physical hardware become connected, there is a growing             

need of placing consolidation, management and data analysis in the same location (Anon.,             

2018). There is an equal need of support from a multi-user system which takes into               

consideration how each supply chain member can connect and communicate with each other             

(Magnenat-Thalmann, 2010). In a study of 411 firms from eight different manufacturing            

industries, Li, Tarafdar and Rao (2012) found requisite digital platforms and applications            

being essential for accomplishing knowledge access by different supply chain participants.           

Ceccagnoli et al. (2014) explained how internet based knowledge sharing platforms can work             

as communities where participants can exchange ideas and plan resources, and in this way,              

improve information sharing and agility (Ceccagnoli et al., 2014). Ho, Au and Newton (2003)              

studied the transformations and consequences of virtualization in the context of the Hong             

Kong textile and clothing industry. The study examined how supply chain virtualization in the              

textile industry challenges the way of conducting traditional business in different ways. The             

authors claimed companies can use virtual trading communities to locate the best source of              

supply and demand, improve processes and products by redefining the conventional way of             

acquiring and leveraging innovation. Finally, digital technology allows information to be           

exchanged quickly to all related parties. The study concluded that this has made             

inter-organizational relationships in the supply chain more dynamic and led to a structural             
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change between buyers-intermediaries-sellers relationship in the supply chain. As sourcing,          

trading and knowledge acquisition happen online, elimination of offline middlemen might           

occur and virtual communities become dominant market makers. As the study was            

concentrated on the context of Hong Kong textile and clothing industry, the authors             

recognized the need of further studies being conducted within the area (Ho, Au and Newton,               

2003). 

 

2.1.5 Cloud services at the core of the digitized supply chain 

Zhong et al. (2016) pointed out how manufacturing sectors keep more data than other sectors               

due to the sensors, electronic devices and digital machines used in the production lines.              

Storing great amounts of data is however challenging. Today, there is practically no hardware              

that can store the amount of physical data. In contrast to hardware, cloud based storage               

mechanisms provide unlimited storage and flexible access to data via the Internet and can              

support various services and applications. A cloud based infrastructure has the possibility of             

organizing all processing technologies or services efficiently (Zhong et al., 2016). A            

cloud-based infrastructure mines data into information. It can carry out activities similar to the              

human system characteristics, such as learning facts and relationships. These functions are            

powerful, as the intelligent ability can create a smart decision maker, which can pick up               

precise data as a parameter, figure out relations quickly and evaluate the results (Zhong et al.,                

2016).  

 

When studying how to realize virtualization of a manufacturing supply chain, Helo,            

Shamsuzzoha and Sadhu (2016) found that cloud-based solutions can support a supply chain             

system, in which each firm can provide services in real time, increase flexibility and keep               

transaction costs low. The authors pointed out how virtualization of supply chains and             

cloud-based solutions have good potential to develop a multi-company hub for managing the             

real supply chain. However, as important data is stored in cloud-services, the dependency on              

Internet connection is a challenge (Helo, Shamsuzzoha and Sandhu, 2016). Cloud based            

combined product data management and product lifecycle management bring together all           

numeric data related to a textile or apparel product and its processes in one single               

environment. Cloud based product data management systems therefore allow better response           
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to customer requirements and reduce cost and time (Magnenat-Thalmann, 2010). Ma, Wang            

and Chen (2017) studied multi-agent-based simulation technology to build a collaborative           

cloud service platform for a supply chain, enabling all required data to automatically be              

shared and communicated through devices and accessed by a cloud service. With the shared              

information as a foundation, the collaborative cloud service platform could conduct automatic            

supplier selection for an order. In this way, the collaborative cloud service platform supported              

the flow of orders and information between the supply chain parties (Ma, Wang and Chen,               

2017).  
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3. Theory 
In an abductive research, the theoretical framework reflects the degree to which the researcher              

has articulated his or her preconceptions. Too much prior structuring of the study might              

“blind” the researcher to important appearances, while a theoretical framework which is too             

loose, might lead to an overload of data (Dubois and Gadde, 1999). However, when the               

research intends to generate theory, the researcher must consider a phenomena in the light of a                

theoretical framework. Therefore the researcher need to enter the field of research with             

necessary knowledge (Dubois and Gadde, 1999). This chapter presents the theory of supply             

chain configuration which will be used to analyse the empirical data. The chapter also              

presents theory on the creation of competitive advantage in a firm. As noted in the               

introduction, fashion firms need to adapt the supply chain to a volatile demand, in turn               

implying that they need to reconfigure the supply chain. If the reconfigured supply chain is               

successful in bringing agility to design, product development and manufacturing processes, it            

could support the synchronization of supply with demand, which could be beneficial for the              

survival of the firm in a volatile market. The theory of supply chain configuration is relevant                

in the context of the fashion supply chain, as the final product depends on the flow of                 

information and materials in the network of interrelated units in the supply chain (Jones,              

2006) 

 

3.1 Supply chain configuration 
Supply chain configuration is an applied version of configuration theory within the field of              

strategic management (Dess, Newport and Rasheed, 1993). According to Chandra and Grabis            

(2016), supply chain configuration is a set of supply chain units and the links among these                

units that define the underlying supply chain structure and the key attributes of the whole               

supply chain network. Srai and Gregory (2008) defined supply chain configuration as the             

arrangement of the supply network structure, operational units, the supply chain network            

relationship and the products. The authors explain how the flow of information and material is               

dependent on the configuration in these key elements.  
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Going back to the classical configuration theory, Dess, Newport and Rasheed (1993) targeted             

configuration in management research and argued how a necessary first step to understand the              

evolutionary dynamics of configuration, is the identification of external and internal forces            

that disturb the stability, the configuration, and cause change. Furthermore, the authors            

highlighted how one also must understand the forces that resist change. A configuration             

experiences both forces for change and forces of resistance. Occasionally, the force for change              

becomes too strong, or the force of resistance becomes comparatively weak, and stability is              

accomplish only through a change in configuration (Dess, Newport and Rasheed, 1993).            

Configuration research can explain organizational change. Strategic change requires major          

changes in both a firm’s strategic direction as well as in its internal structure and process.                

Therefore, it can be beneficial to include domains such as strategy, environment, process and              

structure to depict the magnitude and the direction of change (Snow and Hambrick, 1980).              

Hall and Saias (1980) argued that a high level of formalization may inhibit a firm’s ability to                 

implement innovative and creative strategies successfully. The authors also suggest a highly            

centralized organization may experience difficulties when trying to diversify into new           

product-market areas that require a rapid response to changing surroundings. Unsatisfactory           

performance force organizations to consider major changes in strategy, structure and           

leadership. These changes often prove to be difficult to implement, due to strong inertial              

forces controlling the organization. In other cases, organizations lack the resources or the             

competence to accomplish the change  (Dess, Newport and Rasheed, 1993).  

 

3.1.1 Supply chain reconfiguration  

Srai and Gregory (2008) developed the concept of supply chain network reconfigurability.            

Reconfigurability in a supply chain network enables improvement in the supply or            

development (eg. cost, quality or flexibility) of the product or service (eg. changes to network               

structures of supply chain flow of information or materials) across all units in the supply               

chain. The supply chain configuration is affected by customer demand concerning price,            

quality and changes in delivery performance, along with rapid development in technology.            

Due to this dynamic environment, the supply chain configuration can not preserve the same              

structure in the long run and needs to be reconfigured (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). The               

advantage of supply chain reconfiguration is, according to them, increased supply chain            
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robustness against internal and external chocks, as links and units in the supply chain have               

been switched and rearranged. Another advantage they highlight, is increased flexibility, as            

changing customer requirements can be accommodated by finding less expensive suppliers,           

choosing faster transportation channels, increasing product output volume and introducing          

modified products (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). They identify a successful supply chain            

reconfiguration as one that alters the supply chain configuration with relatively minor            

resource requirements and without losing operational efficiency in response to changing           

consumer demands and the operating environment (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). Hence, supply            

chain reconfiguration refers to the change or upgrading of the current supply chain             

configuration. Chandra and Grabis also found that supply chain reconfiguration brings agility            

to the supply chain as new business opportunities can be captured by engaging in relationships               

with innovative supply chain partners. From a supply chain network perspective, they identify             

five different patterns of supply chain network reconfiguration, presented below: 

 

1. Reconfiguration by expansion: This pattern represents supply chain enlargement by          

adding more units to the supply chain. 

2. Reconfiguration by contraction: Reconfiguration by contraction refers to the removal          

of supply chain units. 

3. Reconfiguration by changing units: This pattern indicates that existing units are           

replaced with new units or the type of unit is changed. 

4. Reconfiguration by changing links: Reconfiguration by changing links implies the          

type of the link is changed, or links are added or excluded between existing supply               

chain units.  

5. Reconfiguration by changing attributes of the units and links: The supply chain             

attributes are changed into a network level of the structural patterns.  

 

In 2004, Piramuthu studied dynamic supply chain configuration, and suggested that the access             

to timely information has improved the communications and in turn, led to an increased              

competitiveness and also a decrease in profit margins. Therefore, there is an increased interest              

among firms to reduce supply chain cost such as cost-of-goods sold, safety stock cost,              

pipeline stock cost and time-to-market cost, while keeping the customer satisfied. The author             
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suggested a dynamic, adaptive supply chain configuration being the solution. However, to            

accomplish this, willingness to utilize Internet for effective management of supply chains is             

needed. A dynamically configured supply chain utilizes data mining and knowledge discovery            

methods to extract useful information from raw data. Piramuthu further explained how ideally             

the supply chain should be dynamically configured according to the dictates of the             

environment. Kumar et al. (2016) suggested digital technologies can reconfigure the supply            

chain to make it less complex and more agile. A digitized supply chain has the possibility to                 

extend the integration of all corporate functions and tie together relevant players - the raw               

material suppliers, the production process itself, warehouses, distributors and finally, the           

customer (Andrews et al., 2016).  

 

In turn, a cloud chain, or a digital supply chain configuration is the supply chain in where                 

value is particularly added through virtual supply chain units or communication channels, and             

products or services are available through cloud based and mobile technologies (Chandra and             

Grabis, 2016). According to Chandra and Grabis (2016), the cloud chain should support the              

supply chain units’ ability to provide input data for decision-making and presentation of             

results. It accommodates communication of data among the supply chain units, transaction            

processing, online decision-making and monitoring of supply chain efficiency. Chandra and           

Grabis pointed out how digital technologies incorporated into the supply chain facilitate            

tackling these challenges and can quickly transmit real-time information and enable           

communication between supply chain units. The cloud chain can quickly transmit real time             

information, store sensitive data and provide enough computational power for processing the            

data. It also eliminates the need of building up an extensive supply chain infrastructure              

(Chandra and Grabis, 2016). Chandra and Grabis (2016) split the units in a cloud chain into                

three categories:  

 

1. Physical supply chain units 

2. Virtual supply chain units 

3. Information processing service units 
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Physical supply chain units are traditional supply chain units, processing materials and            

products, located in physical locations. Virtual supply chain units, on the other hand, are not               

dedicated to a physical location. Virtual supply chain units provide digital added value or              

critical supply chain services. Chandra and Grabis considered information processing service           

units in a digital supply chain configuration to be the units providing supportive information              

processing services. The distinction between virtual units and information processing service           

units, is their contribution to the final product or service. The virtual supply chain units               

perform value adding activities, while the information processing service units perform           

supporting activities. The information processing service units, according to the authors,           

support the internal information flow in accompanying the physical flow of products (Chandra             

and Grabis, 2016). The cloud chain assumes that physical and virtual supply chain units              

should be connected to a supply chain configuration hub, which has the task of coordinating               

the decision making. For example, a cloud based supply chain configuration hub can store              

data and provide computational power for processing the data. Web services, Chandra and             

Grabis point out, allow quick integration of supply chain parties and reduce the complexity of               

the supply chain integration. Digitization is transforming the supply chain management and            

the most distinct change is the entrance of cloud chain. The cloud chain provides the               

availability of new types of links among supply chain units, while the dependence on physical               

supply chain units diminishes (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). 

 

3.1.2 Defining benefit for the firm 

In his classical work on competitive advantage, Porter (1985) argued that firms can generate              

competitive advantage by identifying and implementing generic strategies to achieve and           

sustain competitive advantage. According to Porter, a firm can generate competitive           

advantage by cost and differentiation advantage. Cost advantage is when a firm provides the              

same product as another firm, but to a lesser cost, while differentiation refers to businesses               

providing better products or services than the competitors. Barney (1991) defined a firm’s             

competitive advantage as when a firm has implemented a value creating strategy that has not               

simultaneously been implemented by any current or potential competitor. Barney further           

argued a firm could acquire competitive advantage by creating bundles of of strategic             

resources. Organizational flexibility is beneficial for a firm, as it enables the organization to              
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operate in a turbulent environment (Volberda, 1996). Sanchez, argued organizations can gain            

competitive advantage by creating strategic flexibility in a dynamic environment. The extent            

of how flexible a firm can be, is limited to the firm’s resources and the way the firm is using                    

the resources. On a dynamic product market, competitive advantage may be explained by             

firms’ differing strategic flexibilities to discover and exploit new market opportunities and to             

outmaneuver competitive threats. When a firm is enjoying a high degree of strategic             

flexibility, it may adapt to a changing environment, by diversifying into range of product              

markets or by intensifying its product offerings within a specific product market. A firm using               

its strategic flexibility to intensify its offering in a product market at a given point in time,                 

may do so because its managers believe that is what the firm’s best opportunities to create                

value lie (Sanchez, 1995).   
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4. Methodology  
The following chapter describes the qualitative research approach and the design of the study.              

The chapter also discloses the data collection process of interviewing the industry experts.             

Furthermore, the chapter expresses a detailed description of the data analysis, the criterias of              

research quality and ethical principles taken into consideration.  

 

4.1 Research design 
As earlier mentioned, the study is of qualitative character, as it aims to examine theoretical               

implications of supply chain configuration in terms of meaning and interpretation in a specific              

context of inquiry, namely the fashion industry. According to the interpretative paradigm,            

sense-making is always contextual and a concern with “contextuality” motivates the research,            

rather than the concern of “generalization” (Schwartz-Shea and Yanow, 2011).  

 

Flick (2007) described how finding one common definition of qualitative research, which is             

accepted by most qualitative researchers, is difficult. Qualitative research can be carried out in              

different ways, such as by analyzing individuals or groups, interactions, communication and            

traces of experiences (such as documents). Despite the multiplicity of approaches to            

qualitative research, a common feature can be identified. Qualitative research intends to            

approach the world “out there” and to understand the phenomena from the inside (Flick,              

2007). This study has a focus on a particular industry-level phenomena of supply chain              

configuration, namely the fashion industry, where semi-structured interviews conducted with          

industry experts provided the empirical data. Flick (2007) underlined how qualitative           

researchers are interested in accessing experiences, interactions and documents in their natural            

context. The author further clarified how the qualitative interview can provide in-depth            

information pertaining to the interview participant’s viewpoints and experiences of a specific            

topic. The qualitative interview does not seek to end up with quantifiable meanings, therefore              

the research refrains from setting up a well-defined concept of what is studied and from               

formulating hypotheses and test them. Concepts are rather formed in the process of research              

(Flick, 2007).  
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The reasoning of this study is abductive, as it involves the modification of the theory on                

supply chain configuration. The abductive reasoning originates from the fact that theory            

cannot be understood without empirical data and vice versa. Unanticipated, yet related issues,             

might spawn from the empirical data and bring about a further need to redirect the theoretical                

framework through expansion or change of the theoretical model (Dubois and Gadde, 1999).             

According to Dubois and Gadde (1999) an abductive approach is fruitful if the researcher’s              

objective is to discover new things, like other variables and other relationships. The main              

concern is related to the generation of new concepts and development of theoretical models,              

rather than confirmation of existing theories. The abductive approach creates          

cross-fertilization where new combinations are developed through a mixture of established           

theoretical models and new themes derived from the confrontation with reality (Dubois and             

Gadde, 1999). In this study, the understanding of the preliminary theories on supply chain              

configuration, developed accordingly to the findings from the empirical data. By reviewing            

the empirical data through a theoretical lense, the aspiration was to answer the research              

question and identify how buying firms in the buyer-driven fashion supply chain can benefit              

from a digitized supply chain reconfiguration. Themes developing the theory appeared from            

the thematic analysis of the empirical data. These themes were not previously discovered             

through the literature review of digitization and fashion supply chains, and therefore gave new              

insights into the field of research.  
 
4.1.1 The qualitative interview 

Kvale (2007) described the qualitative interview as being “key to explore the ways in which               

subjects experience and understand their world” (Kvale 2007, 9). Kvale further explained how             

qualitative research provides a unique access to the lived world of subjects and how the               

interview is a powerful instrument for producing knowledge of the human situation. The             

qualitative interviewer encourages the interview subjects to describe what they experience,           

how they feel and act. The focus is on a nuanced description of what depicts the qualitative                 

diversity, the many differences and varieties of a phenomenon rather than ending up with              

fixed categorization (Kvale, 2007). The interviewer will arrive at meanings on a concrete             

level, rather than general opinions, as the descriptions of specific situations are elicited. The              

interview is focused on particular themes, neither strictly structured, nor entirely           
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non-directive. The respondent is led towards certain themes but not to specific opinions about              

the themes (Kvale, 2007).  

 

Gall, Gall and Borg (2003) summarised three types of qualitative interview designs. These are              

the informal conversational interview, the standardized open-ended interview and the general           

interview guide approach. The informal conversational interview is relying entirely on the            

spontaneous generation of questions in a natural interaction, while the standardized           

open-ended interview is extremely structured in terms of wording of questions (Gall, Gall and              

Borg, 2003). For this study, the third interview design was chosen, the general interview guide               

approach. This approach could be regarded as an intermediate of the two previously explained              

forms of interview designs. In the general interview guide approach, the interview procedure             

is more structured than an informal conversational interview, while it also allows a certain              

extent of flexibility as the wording of the interview questions depend upon the researcher              

(Gall, Gall and Borg, 2003). McNamara (2009) described the strength of the general interview              

guide approach as the ability to ensure the researcher that the same areas of information are                

covered by each interviewee. According to McNamara, this provides both focus and allows a              

degree of freedom and adaptability in getting information from the interviewee.  

 

4.2 Sample and data collection  
In his work on qualitative research methodology, Patton (2001) described the sample size as              

depending on what you want to know, the purpose of the inquiry, what’s at stake, what will be                  

useful, what will have credibility and what can be done with available time and resources. As                

earlier mentioned, this research has a sample of seven industry experts. The empirical data              

was collected through a non-probability method, as the interviewees were not selected on a              

random basis (Bryman and Bell, 2003). Creswell (2007) explained the importance of selecting             

appropriate candidates for the qualitative interview and how the researcher should choose a             

sampling strategy. For this study, the criterion based sampling strategy was applied to             

generate the purposive sample. Patton (2001) defined the criterion based sampling strategy as             

the selection of interviewees who meet some predetermined criterion of importance. For this             

study, managers with a relevant knowledge and experience of digitization within the fashion             

industry were considered as industry experts and as a meaningful sample according to the              
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purpose and the rationale of the study. The industry experts all specializes in initiatives              

concerning digitization, however they represent different professional specializations within         

the fashion industry. The time of the fieldwork was limited, which also had an impact on the                 

sample. Interview requests were sent out to 20 different industry experts, who had relevant              

knowledge of digitization in the fashion industry. The sample for this study is based on the                

industry experts who replied and agreed on an interview. The data was collected through              

semi-structured, in-depth interviews, which due to geographical distances were arranged          

through teleconference calls in four separate interview occasions.  

 

The industry experts, their professional expertise and specialisation is summarized and           

presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Summary of the seven industry experts. 

Industry 
expert 

Professional expertise Specialization 

Participant 1 Is the founder and director of a company providing         
services in fashion supply chain integration, from the        
front-end collaborative design toolkit up to      
manufacturing and e-fulfilment, including a     
collaborative platform for e-custom fit apparel. 

Fashion supply chain   
management 

Participant 2 The director of sustainability at a global supply chain         
management company, which specialises in consumer      
goods, such as fashion and textiles. Also executive        
vice president at the company’s learning accelerator,       
with a main focus on building agile, future-ready        
supply chains. 

Fashion supply chain   
management 

Participant 3 Employee at a luxury fashion house and responsible        
for one of the product divisions, which is part of          
technical product development, including pattern     
design, purchasing and production. Focuses on digital       
development within the company. 

Luxury fashion brand 
management 
Apparel manufacturing 

Participant 4 Employee at the same luxury fashion house as        
Participant 3, works in Participant 3’s business       
development project. Focuses mainly on the      
company’s digitization initiatives. At the time, the       
company has digitization initiatives running in design       
and product development.  

Luxury fashion brand 
management 
Apparel manufacturing 

Participant 5 Digital solutions manager at a fashion brand,       Luxury fashion brand 
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manufacturing and selling high quality clothing.      
Responsible for the company’s sales solutions towards       
customers, including ecommerce and b2b.  

management 
Apparel manufacturing 

Participant 6 Product manager at the same fashion brand as        
Participant 5. Specialises in the company’s      
custom-made solutions, which is a digitization      
initiative launched by the company. 

Luxury fashion brand 
management 
Apparel manufacturing 

Participant 7 Project and communication manager at a luxury       
fashion manufacturer and brand. The company is       
partner in a project that brings together academia and         
industry practitioners with the aim to develop       
digitized business models and supply chain in the        
textile industry. 

Luxury fashion brand 
management 
Apparel manufacturing 

 

4.2.1 Preparing the interview 

McNamara (2009) underlined the importance of preparing a qualitative interview as a way of              

improving the instrumentality and address potential biases. Preparing the interview setting and            

preparing the interviewee(s) for the interview could alleviate any problematic circumstances           

that could potentially occur during the research process. McNamara (2009) applied eight            

principles to the preparation stage of interviewing. These included (1) choosing a setting with              

little distraction for the interview, (2) explain the purpose of the interview, (3) address terms               

of confidentiality, (4) explain the format of the interview, (5) indicate how long the interview               

will take, (6) tell the interviewees how to get in touch with you at a later point if they want to                     

and (7) ask the interviewees if they have any questions before you get started with the                

interview. The last principle is to record the interview and not rely on your memory to recall                 

the answers (McNamara, 2009). Before and during each interview occasion, these eight            

principles were followed. All industry experts were sent the interview guide containing the             

interview questions at least two days before the interview took place. Enclosed to the              

interview guide was also the purpose, the abstract and the research question of the study, in                

order to provide the interview participants with a clear focus of the interview. Enclosed to the                

interview guide was also the researcher’s and her supervisor’s contact details and an invitation              

to the respondents to get in touch if any questions concerning the interview and its setting                

appeared.  
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The interview guide was developed around the existing literature on the digitized fashion             

supply chain and theories of supply chain configuration. It centered around four different             

topics generated from the existing literature on digitized fashion supply chain, namely            

“Digital design and collaborative design”, “Digital manufacturing”, “Virtual communication         

networks” and “Big Data-driven supply chains”. The interview guide and the questions in it              

were developed to help the researcher answer the research question of the study. The              

questions were also prepared according to the suggestions on interview questions by Kvale             

(1996, according to Bryman, 2012) and Creswell (2007). Kvale suggested interviews should            

contain introducing questions, follow-up questions, probing questions, specifying questions,         

direct questions, indirect questions and interpreting questions. Creswell (2007) highlighted the           

importance of preparing follow-up questions and prompts, to ensure to retrieve optimal            

responses from the respondents. In this way, interview questions will work to keep interview              

participants on focus with their responses. In the qualitative interview, the interviewer is an              

important part of the research process, in terms of their own presence and experience in the                

field. The interviewer's task is to clarify whether ambiguities and contradictory statements are             

due to failed communication in the interview situation. The opinions of an interviewee can              

change in course of the interview, as the interviewee might detect relations they have not been                

aware of earlier (Kvale, 2007). As the interviewees were industry experts, the level of              

language and the phrases used in the interview were adjusted to a professional terminology. In               

order to ensure cross-case comparability, all four topics of the interview guide were covered              

in the interviews. Nonetheless, questions that were not included in the guide were also asked,               

as the interviewer picked up on a topic that were of particular interest to the interviewer or the                  

interviewee, in line with the nature of a semi-structured interview. The interview guide was              

therefore followed only to a certain extent. The interviewees were encouraged to bring up any               

topic relevant to the discussion. The interview guide is found as an appendix to this research                

(Appendix A). 

 

Another important element of interview preparation, is the implementation of a pilot interview             

(Kvale, 2007). Piloting the interview will help the researcher detect flaws and limitations to              

the interview design and will give the researcher the chance to make necessary revisions              

before conducting the interviews with the respondents (Kvale, 2007). Prior to the first             
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interview occasion for this research, the interview was piloted once. The pilot interview was              

not conducted on a person with relevant knowledge within the research field, and therefore              

the pilot interview was mainly undertaken in order to review the wording and phrasing of the                

interview questions. After piloting the interview, the researcher decided to rephrase a few of              

the research questions in the interview guide in order to clarify the questions. According to               

McNamara (2009) the wording of the interview questions are crucial to create an effective              

research interview. The wording should be open-ended and the researcher should avoid            

wording which could influence the answers of the respondents (evocative and judgemental            

wording should be avoided). Further, McNamara advised the questions to be worded clearly,             

which include knowing terms particular to the respondent’s culture.  

 

4.2.1 Interviewing the experts  

According to Walter (1994, cited in Meuser and Nagel, 2009), the definition of who is an                

expert and who is not, depends on the researcher’s judgment and attribution of meaning to the                

informant and the knowledge he or she provide. In the work of Bogner, Littig and Menz                

(2009), Meuser and Nagel’s (1991) description is treated as an elemental definition of an              

industry expert. Meuser and Nagel described industry experts as members of a professional             

functional elite, but also people who have acquired their expertise outside their professional             

role and are actively involved in shaping public affairs, such as members of NGOs (Bogner,               

Litting and Menz, 2009). The industry experts for this study, all gained their professional              

knowledge through working for several years in the private sector. Defining someone as an              

expert can be accomplished when reviewing the features distinguishing the expert knowledge            

from other forms of knowledge. In scientific research, an individual is called an expert              

because the researcher assumes that he or she has knowledge, which he or she might not                

necessarily possess alone, but which is not accessible to anybody in the field of study. The                

researcher decides who to call an expert, related to the recognition of an expert as an expert                 

within his own field of action (Meuser and Nagel, 2009). 

 

The interview started with a clarification of the purpose and the research question. Froschauer              

and Lueger (2009) recommend clarifying the research topic in the beginning of an industry              

expert interview. In this way, the interviewer can focus on activating organizational            
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knowledge and establishing links to concrete experiences, at the same time as it gives an               

introduction to the relevant context. The authors pointed out how the more open-ended an              

interview is, the more the expert is encouraged to talk to the researcher about their               

organizational lifeworld. Researchers defines themselves as “learners” in these settings,          

allocating the role of the expert to the interviewee and orienting themselves to the information               

provided. A generally established principle in social research is that the best possible             

interview setting for encouraging the industry experts to disclose their subjective attributions            

of meaning and structures of relevance, is one in where the interviewer does not intervene too                

much (Trincek, 2009). In line with this principle, the interviewees were encouraged to             

elaborate freely on their answers. As the interviewees were given the interview questions in              

advance, they had the possibility to prepare their answers. These factors contributed to             

enriching the empirical data. 

 

The interviewees were located in their workplace as the interview took place. Bryman and              

Bell (2003) recommend to arrange interviews in the interviewee's natural environment, in            

order to cause minimal distraction. Further, the authors recommend face-to-face interviews as            

it gives the interviewer the possibility to interpret body language and facial expressions.             

However, due to technical obstacles, only two of the interviews were conducted through a              

video-teleconference call, where interviewer and interviewee could see each other. The           

interviews were not static, each interview developed its own progress. Once the interview             

situation was successfully established and the initial introduction and insecurities overcame,           

the atmosphere of the conversation became more relaxed. Trinczek (2009) described this as             

the moment during the expert interview, when the interviewee realizes the difference between             

the interview situation and the question-answer situation, which is their regular part of the              

daily work experience. In the interview situation, nobody is put under scrutiny or has to               

justify shortcomings. Trinczek further explained how a relaxed discussion setting allows the            

interviewees to voice their views on issues without any reservations, and as it is free from                

demands of action and socially inconsequential, it nourishes a degree of self-reflection, which             

the industry experts might not normally allow themselves to engage in in the company              

context, where communication is highly strategic. This was further strengthened by the            

anonymity this study provides, as none of the participants names are revealed. The interview              
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participants were open to explain and problematize around current and future projects they             

were involved in, which might not have been possible if the study would reveal their real                

names. During the interviews, the interviewer paid attention to being attuned and responsive             

to what the interview participant was saying. Pauses in between interview topics and after              

questions were strategically allowed, to give the interviewee the possibility of reflecting upon             

the answer. The average length of an interview was 45 minutes. 

 

Time is a scarce and valuable resource for both researchers and managers. Due to time               

constraints concerning the progress of the study and the working hours of the industry experts,               

it was convenient to arrange two of the interviews as paired depth interviews. Wilson,              

Onwuegbuzie and Manning (2016) defined a paired depth interview as the interview situation             

where the researcher is interviewing two participants at the same time. The authors further              

highlighted how a paired depth interview provides the environment to generate meaningful            

themes and conclusions. Highet (2013, according to Wilson Onwuegbuzie and Manning,           

2016) emphasized how paired depth interviews allow frequent and sustained dialogue           

between the interviewees, a process possible also in focus groups but likely to be more               

fragmented and dispersed. Therefore, an interview with two persons will remain on a topic              

and not stray too far away from it, compared to when there are more than two interviewees                 

who can take the conversation in many directions. Highet further pointed out how analyzing              

transcripts from a paired depth interview clearly show how the flow of the interview              

developed and transitioned. In the interviews for this study, the participants in the pair depth               

interviews had pre-established relationships as colleagues and worked together in the same            

projects. This was efficacious, as the interviewees could provide a more complete data set.              

One interviewee could fill in the gaps in the other interviewee’s memory lapses and              

storytelling.  

 

All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed except for one, as the interviewee handed              

in the answers in written, due to convenience for the participant. The data from all participants                

have however been treated equally for the study. Transcribing and analyzing data parallel with              

the data collection process is recommended by Lofland et al. (2006), as it allows the               

researcher to discover new subjects or discussions. Bryman and Bell (2003) pointed out the              
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advantages of transcription being the assurance of detailed information, which enables a            

trustworthy analysis. Transcribing interviews also minimize the risk of conformability of the            

researcher’s own opinions and views. After each interview, the interviewer wrote down the             

impressions of the interview and transcribed the interview within the following three days. In              

this way, the interview was still in the researcher’s fresh memory during transcription. By              

transcribing directly after each interview, the researcher was prevented from becoming           

overwhelmed of the work the transcription process required. The transcripts were emailed to             

the interviewees, in order for them to review the transcripts and correct any             

misunderstandings.  

 

4.3 Data analysis 
The initial purpose of the study, to examine how buying firms in the buyer-driven fashion               

supply chain can benefit from a digitized fashion supply chain, guided the coding of the               

empirical data. The empirical data was analyzed through the practise of thematic analysis, in              

where each new piece of information was examined in order to construct a tentative answer to                

the study’s main research question. 

 

Glaser (1978, according to Dubois and Gadde, 1999) claimed data in qualitative research             

should not be forced to fit preconceived categories, asserting that theory should rather be              

developed from data. Lofland et al. (2006), moreover, encouraged the researcher to not             

become too committed to a theoretical perspective or line of thought in the analysis process.               

Theory should function as a picture frame, focusing attention on some things to the neglect of                

others, and articulating relationships only between things within the frame (Lofland et al.,             

2006). Dubois and Gadde (1999) stressed the importance of a theoretical framework, as the              

analysis otherwise might add less to the understanding. When working with empirical data,             

Alvesson and Kärreman (2007) encouraged researchers to allow space for imagination and to             

put less emphasis on rigor, when the purpose is to generate new ideas. The authors stressed                

theory elaboration emerging from the combination of the researcher’s preunderstanding,          

including access to theoretical frameworks and the inspiration from empirical data. This line             

of thought fits the purpose of this study. In this research, the theory for the study, was                 

examined through the empirical data from the industry expert interviews. As a result, the              
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theory was examined from a new perspective, namely from the fashion industry perspective,             

which generated an elaboration of theory.  

 

4.3.1 Data saturation 

Data saturation is a concept originating in grounded theory research design, but can be applied               

to all qualitative research that employs interviews as a primary data source. Saturation entails              

bringing new interviewees into the study continually, until the data set is regarded as complete               

due to replication or redundancy. Saturation is reached when data is gathered to the point of                

nothing new being added. Therefore, estimating adequate sample size for a qualitative            

research is related to the concept of data saturation (Marshall, et al., 2013). The number of                

interviews, interviewees, and the length of the interviews all add theoretical significance to             

the study. Exceeding the point of data saturation could impair the researcher from the deep               

and rich analysis of the data, which is the main indication of qualitative research (Patton,               

2001). In this study, the research process has been to constantly go back and forth between                

empirical observation and theory, in order to relate and expand the understanding of both              

theory and empirical phenomena. The interview process took place during the timespan of a              

month and new participants were brought into the study continuously as they agreed on an               

interview. As the participants have different backgrounds and experiences of digitization in            

the fashion supply chain, the data set became rich. However, the participants represents only              

certain segments of the fashion industry, which is a reason to question whether data saturation               

was fulfilled or not. 

 

4.3.2 Coding 

The researcher is the central agent in the process of analysing qualitative data. The empirical               

data requires the researcher to immerse her- or himself in the data (Lofland et al., 2006).                

Coding can be described as the sorting of data into various categories. More abstractly, coding               

is the process of labeling and classifying of items of informations as pertinent to the research                

question (Lofland et al., 2006). In line with the instructions by Lofland et al. (2006), the                

coding process started with an initial coding of the interview transcripts. The transcripts were              

printed out and inspected line by line. The researcher highlighted each chunk of information              

and questioned it with open-ended questions, such as “What is this?”, “What is this an               
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example of?” and “What does this represent?”. The initial coding initiated that some             

information was appropriate for further coding, and the second step of the coding process, the               

focused coding, begun. Focused coding is less open-ended and more directed than open             

coding. It builds on the initial coding in three ways: it begins after the initial coding is well                  

under way, it uses a selected number of the expanding or more analytically interesting initial               

codes to summarize larger chunks of data, and it uses the expanding material for asking more                

focused and analytic questions (Lofland et al., 2006). Some examples of the focused questions              

used were “What information from different sources goes together?”, “Within a source, what             

information can be grouped?” and “What entities bound by space and time are shared?”. The               

focused coding was undertaken with the help of a spreadsheet. The researcher categorized             

similar chunks of information into different themes in the spreadsheet. The different chunks of              

data were given diverse colors to indicate their connection and divergences. In this way, the               

researcher was able to get an overview of all the data from the interviews.  

 

Picture 1: Themes emerging from the focused coding. 
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Picture 2: An extract of the focused coding conducted in a spreadsheet. 

 

 

 

The focused coding resulted in six different clusters named “Customization based on data”,             

“Demand-driven”, “Data-driven production”, “Communication/Transparency”, “Better     

product and service” and “Future”. The six clusters resulting from the focused coding are              

presented in Picture 1. Picture 2 displays an extract of the focused coding spreadsheet.  

 

During the course of coding, theoretical memos were written down about the six different              

coding categories and their interconnections. This resulted in the researcher inspecting the            

codes more closely to detect how they vary among each other and how they answer the                

study’s research question. The revisiting and refining of earlier theoretical memos resulted in             

a more fine-grained analysis, in which one main, overarching, theme was identified as             

“Efficient production of better products”. Four subthemes also emerged, named “Customized           

design through data collection”, “The digitized design process”, “A demand driven supply            

chain based on data” and “Communication and transparency enabled by digitization”. An             

additional, fifth subthemes was identified as “A digitized supply chain does not mean             

reshoring”. This subtheme was not clustered together with the previous four subthemes, as it              
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does not directly answer the research question. However, the researcher regarded the theme as              

still relevant for the purpose of the study. The themes are presented in Table 5.  

 

Table 5: Themes emerging from the data analysis. 

Main theme Efficient production of better products 

Sub theme 1 Customized design through data collection 

Sub theme 2 The digitized design process 

Sub theme 3 A demand-driven supply chain based on data 

Sub theme 4 Communication and transparency enabled by digitization 

Additional 
subtheme 

A digitized supply chain does not mean reshoring 

 

 

As each theme evolving from the empirical data was refined through the different steps of               

coding, they were rewritten in order to become more illustrative and to fulfil the purpose of                

the study. When writing up the thematic analysis in this study, quotes are presented as a                

primary source of evidence, to support the author’s interpretation of the empirical data. Guest,              

MacQueen and Namey (2014) described the usage of quotes as the most important practice              

when reporting on qualitative data. Quotes serve as help for the author to distinguish the data                

from the author’s interpretation of the data. The subthemes emerging from the analysis should              

not be regarded as hierarchical. The subthemes have rather been developed in order to create               

specific categories for answering the research question and explaining the main theme.            

Although themes can overlap and be hierarchical, the researcher should seek to develop             

themes that represent separate and distinct categories, where each category should be as             

specific and explanatory as allowed by the data (Hancock and Algozzine, 2006).  

 

4.4.2 Data quality 

Validity has been taken into account through member validation in the industry expert             

interviews. Ritchie and Lewis (2003) described member validation as the process of taking             
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research evidence back to the research participants, or a group with similar experiences, to see               

if the interpretation assigned is confirmed. During the industry expert interviews, the            

participants were presented with conclusions based on the previous interview participants’           

thoughts and opinions. In this way, the participants were given the possibility to reject,              

validate or elaborate on the evidences from the empirical data. In this study, the data from all                 

participants have been treated equally. When interpreting data from a qualitative interview,            

Creswell (2007) suggest the researcher should employ a third party consultant to review codes              

and themes in order to determine the quality of the evaluation of the transcribed interview               

data. For this study, the supervisor worked as a third party who provided constructive              

feedback and suggestions to the researcher primarily involved with the study.  

 

By including a large amount of quotes from the interviews, this study includes a large part of                 

the original empirical data. In this way, the study aims at making full use of the empirical data                  

and strengthen the transferability to other industry experts connected to the fashion supply             

chain. The rich data set from the in-depth interviews also works as evidence for the               

classificatory and interpretative stages of the study, the analysis. To increase the credibility of              

the study, outliers or deviant cases in the empirical data have not been ignored. When an                

interview participant had a contradicting view on an issue compared to the whole sample,              

these have been used to aid the understanding of the theory development. This is also done in                 

order to represent different viewpoints and accomplish fairness in the study, an important             

criteria for research authenticity (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). As described by Clayman and             

Maynard (1984, in Ritchie and Lewis, 2003) deviant cases can contain specific individuals             

who explain why the normative behaviour is not always found and can lead to the refining of                 

a hypothesis or theory. A search for data that does not support theoretical themes,              

demonstrates that the methods of analysis can claim a degree of validity and the conclusions               

are based on evidence from the empirical data (Bryman, 2012).  

 

Transparency denotes a commitment of being as open as possible about the data collection              

and analysis process. Transparency allows the reader to scrutinise the decisions made by the              

researcher during the research process, which allows for replication of analysis and research             

validity (Bryman, 2012). Good practise concerning research reliability and replication in           
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qualitative research is achieved through reflexivity. Reflexivity refers to showing the research            

audience as much as possible of the procedure that led to a certain set of conclusions. This can                  

help the reader to imaginatively replicate the study and to show claims are supported by               

adequate evidence (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). Confirmability in a research is the assurance of              

the researcher acting in good faith. Therefore, it should be apparent that he or she has not                 

allowed personal values or theoretical inclinations manifestly to command the conduct of the             

research and the findings (Bryman, 2012). In this study, reliability, replication and            

confirmability is accomplished by including a large part of the original empirical data, and by               

expressing the process of data collection and analysis in detail. As described in this chapter,               

the analysis was carried out systematically and in multiple assessments in order to confirm the               

typologies. By letting the industry experts read the interview transcripts and correct any             

misunderstandings, they were allowed to portray their answers and cover relevant ground.            

This worked as an internal check of the data quality and its interpretation. In this way, the                 

dependability of the study was assured. 

 

This study aims to look at one issue, digitization in the fashion supply chain, intrigued by                

different decisions made by different industry experts. As a small sample has been chosen for               

this study, the researcher can compare and contrast the findings evolving from each             

interviewee and draw a single set of cross-case conclusions (Bryman and Bell, 2003).             

Applying theory of supply chain configuration in the context of the fashion industry, can              

develop the theory. This study aims to generalize to theory rather than to populations. This               

study does not seek to produce theories for others to test, but rather to produce theories that                 

can be regarded as an extension of earlier research on supply chain configuration. 

 

4.5 Ethics 
In line with the ethical standards of the BSA statement (Bryman, 2012), the participation in               

this research was based on informed consent of the study. Further, the BSA statement forges               

the anonymity and privacy of those who participate in the research process should be              

respected. Therefore, no names or personal information about the industry experts are            

enclosed in the study. Except for the BSA statement, the research has been guided by the                

ESRC framework for research ethics (ESRC, 2015). As earlier mentioned, before           
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participating in the study, the industry experts in the sample were informed by email              

correspondence about the purpose and aim of research, who is undertaking it, why the              

research is undertaken and in what way it will be promoted. It was clearly communicated that                

the participation in the research is entirely voluntary, the structure of the interview and the               

estimated time of it. The participants received information about the maintenance of empirical             

data and the treatment of their personal data within the scope of the research project. In                

addition, the participants were instructed about the research being published on the DiVA             

portal, the digital repository for research publications and student theses written at Swedish             

universities. 
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5. Findings 
This chapter presents sufficient empirical data compiled from the in-depth interviews with the             

industry experts. The findings are the results of the thematic analysis and are presented in               

themes to support the conclusions of the study. The findings revolve around the initial              

research question of the study (how can buying firms in a buyer-driven fashion supply chain               

benefit from a digitized fashion supply chain reconfiguration?). The main overarching theme            

emerging from the empirical data, “Efficient production of better products”, was the apparel             

companies’ objective of creating better products and services through digitization. The           

objective to efficiently create better products and services was repeated and discussed in all              

interviews, as an elemental incentive to digitize the fashion supply chain. The different             

subthemes of how a digitized fashion supply chain can bring benefits to the company are               

presented below. 

 

5.1 Subtheme 1: Customized design through data collection 
All participants discussed their take on how a digitized supply chain is useful in the creation                

of a customized product. Customized design supported data collection was therefore           

considered as a subtheme in the empirical data. Participant 2 claimed that digitization is a               

revolutionary force in the fashion supply chain, as design and styling software have             

completely changed the way of apparel design. Participant 2 said digitization has changed the              

initiation of the fashion design process. Participant 2 further explained how traditionally,            

fashion has been influenced by art while today, digitization is driving the design process.              

Digital technology gives designers access to more information about the customers and the             

market than ever before, Participant 2 pointed out. As designers have more information about              

customers, today’s design can be “designed to attribute”. The design can be based on detailed               

characteristics of what the end-consumers actually value in the clothes they wear, Participant             

2 explained. 

 

[...] it (big data) also helps designers to be more attuned to what they should               
be designing, by giving them access to a large library of existing products,             
all of which are tagged with different attributes. So they can actually design             
to attribute, which is actually more data-driven than simply looking at           
Vogue and dreaming something up. [..] so the old age of design as a form of                
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art, is gradually paving the way to a design which is inspired by art, but               
driven by data.  

- Participant 2 
 

 

Participant 1 works with providing textile and apparel companies with custom-made garment            

services based on customers’ data. Participant 1 gave clear examples from their own             

professional experience of how customer data can work as a foundation for fashion design.              

They explained how designers and fashion manufacturing companies can benefit from           

collecting as much data about customers as possible. Among the services Participant 1             

provides, is a custom-made garment configurator service, which can visualize garments           

online. By filling in their own information regarding measurements and preferences,           

customers can view and design a garment in the configurator. The customer can choose              

alternatives when it comes to materials, patterns and colours. The customer can also do              

corrections on the pattern and choose attributes of the garment. Participant 1 clarified how              

customer data such as body measurements, weight, height and personal information such as             

age, location and product preferences are used as a foundation for a biometric sizing service               

provided by their company. When combining the customers’ personal and biometric           

information, the data can interpret and reveal a standard size for a person in a certain age.                 

Participant 1 argued that customers’ data in this way is useful for designers, as it opens up the                  

opportunity to create patterns that corresponds better to customers’ real bodies and design             

compositions customers actually want to buy. In the end, this leads to clothes becoming more               

convenient for the end-users, the customers. Participant 1 said size predictions are very             

helpful for brands, as it creates garments that customers value more and therefore, the amount               

of returned products decreases. Participant 1 were however sceptical towards virtual try ons,             

as long as it involved the virtual reproduction of the customer’s own body. Participant 1 did                

not consider there being a demand for virtual try ons right now, at least not for custom-made                 

clothing.  

 

The custom-made configurator service is scalable, as it works through API and can be              

implemented onto any website, Participant 1 declared. Websites with an implemented           

custom-made configurator, automatically collect data from their customers and in turn,           
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provides the software distributor, Participant 1’s company, with third-party access to the data.             

Hence, Participant 1 described how the company can access customer data through other             

retailers’ website. In this way, the company gathers data about a broad range of customers, the                

locations of the customers, sizes and personal preferences in clothing. The customer data is              

collected to improve the services of Participant 1’s company, such as the custom-made             

configurator. The more data collected, the better the configurator becomes at predicting            

someone’s exact size, as the size predictions are based on large amounts of data, Participant 1                

explained. Participant 1 described the function of the custom-made configurator service as            

following: 

 

[...] the platform has 150 000 customers, since the platform contains           
individual data from all customers from all of our 50 websites that are             
connected and stored in the company’s platform. With biometric sizing, we           
can also do size predictions to help the retailers reduce the returns. So we              
use the biometric size technology today, to do made-to-measure, but by           
answering age, weight and height - which is a biometric-sizing system - we             
can also predict a standard size. For example, your answer is “I am 25 years,               
I am 50 kilogram and I am 1,66 cm”. Then we can predict that your size for                 
example is a Medium, or we can advice you to buy a shirt made-to-measure.

 
                                             -      Participant 1 

 
Participant 7 thought the collection of customer data could help companies create products             

which are more in line with the actual market need. As customer data would provide               

companies with an insight into what customers value, Participant 7 imagined big data on              

customers being very helpful when it comes to deciding on characteristics of a product, such               

as material or the performance of a garment. Participants 5 and 6 agreed on this line of                 

thought, as they brought up the value in collecting customer data when it comes to designing                

and developing customized products. Participant 5 asserted customized design driven by data            

as the future and something companies should put more focus on. They highlighted that              

brands are still working with traditional forecasting, and are still designing what they expect              

the customers will like, purchasing large quantities of fabric to sew the forecasted quantity of               

garments. Afterwards, they can only hope the customers will like the products enough to              

purchase them. However, Participant 5 revealed that their firm is developing their own             

garment customization application, which will be accessible for customers through the           

company’s website and web shop. Participant 5 recognized the benefits in online            
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custom-made garment applications, as the collection of customer data, providing the fashion            

company with a more clear indication of what to make and for whom. The possibility to                

generate and collect customer data, could ease the forecasting procedure and reduce the risk of               

acquiring too large quantities of fabric and producing excessive amounts of garments, they             

said. Participant 5 underlined how this could work as a potential risk management strategy. 

 

This means that we might be able to invest some more time into, or invest               
less money in the risk of purchasing too large quantities of finished products             
and actually only dare to risk buying a small quantity of fabric. I think for               
us, it will become something that turns a big risk of building too much net               
working capital in terms of stock, to making it possible to work closer to the               
end customer with shorter lead times and with a lower risk. 

- Participant 5 

 

Participant 6 explained the strategy behind an online custom-made garment service.           

According to Participant 6, customization is primarily a way for companies to learn what the               

customer wants. The goal of developing a custom-made application is not necessarily to             

create more custom-made garments, but rather to collect data of the customers who use the               

configurator. This data can be used to analyze what kind of size adjustments the customers               

have chosen for the products. Such analysis can be utilized as a foundation for the company to                 

create better standard sizes for their products. Participant 6 and 5 agreed on that a               

custom-made application is a way to let the customer into the design process but also a way to                  

learn what the customer wants. Participant 5 described the custom-made configurator as a way              

for the customer to choose between different fabrics and design attributes and in turn, data               

collected through the application will reveal if a majority of the customers prefer a fabric or a                 

design over other alternatives. Participant 6 and 5 however also brought up problematization             

with customization, as the firm cannot let the customer decide too much, for example              

creating a pattern completely according to the customer’s own preferences. In the end the, the               

firm possess the expertise. Letting customers create clothing completely on their own would             

risk the brand value.  

 

The goal is not to sell more custom-made, but rather to get more important              
data for building a future collection. When digitizing, one can also analyze            
the customers’ choices in the custom-made function and maybe adapt these           
into a standard collection. 
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- Participant 6 

 
Participant 5 saw the custom-made garment service as the first step in reaching the vision of a                 

future where big data is combined with algorithms and artificial intelligence, to create a              

customer demand. They explained it as turing the supply chain around and create a “push” in                

the purchase-flow. They illustrated how customer data could be used to identify when a              

customer would like to buy a garment and what garment he or she would like to buy. In this                   

way, it is possible to create an automatic notification to remind the customer about a garment                

he or she has seen earlier online. This, in turn, would awaken a desire to buy the garment.  

 

[...] in combination with building machine-learning or artificial        
intelligence on top of the customer data, we will also be able to turn the               
demand around [...] we can say “okay this is what the customer should             
want”. We really believe in the possibility of collecting data, Participant           
6’s field, through online custom-made services, and get data on what is            
selling and what the customer actually wants [...] We get data on when             
and what customers buy something and fancy something. We will be able            
to understand trends through data interpretation. I also highly believe in           
turning the flow of purchase around into becoming a “push” instead. So,            
when I know someone would like to buy a specific garment, then we’ll             
send a message or a notification to the person; “This garment is available             
now, we think you want it, click “yes” if you would like us to send it”.                
Something like that is the end-product of all of this. 

 

- Participant 5 

 

Participants 3 and 4 described how working with feedback improves the product development             

in the company they work for. Customers and representatives from both retail and wholesale              

provide designers with valuable feedback and information about appreciated traits in a            

garment. Participant 3 said representatives from wholesale and retail bring important           

information about the bestselling products. On the end-customer side, Participant 4 explained            

how the company is using social media to involve the end-customer in the design process.               

When following the company’s account on social media, the customer can take part in a vote                

on a design, material and texture. The data from the voting will be saved and adopted in the                  

garment design and development process. 
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[...] we are looking at the end-consumer side of co-creation. For the next             
capsule coming up in the next two weeks, we will have on our Instagram              
stories the opportunity for end consumers to basically do a “hot or            
not”-voting on sketches, materials, textures. This feedback will we include          
in our development phase going on in June. 

- Participant 4 
 

5.2 Subtheme 2: The digitized design process 
The second subtheme appearing from the empirical data considered the design process in the              

digitized supply chain. Participant 4 brought up how virtual 3D projections make it possible to               

visualize ideas in a faster and more convenient way than before, which is beneficial in               

production. They said this also eases the distribution of ideas in a more efficient way and can                 

generate feedback faster, ultimately creating better products. Participant 2 explained how           

digitizing the supply chain provides the ability to speed up supply chain processes. With the               

help of digital design, styles do not have to be created manually anymore. Instead, hundreds               

of styles can be generated automatically. In this way, digitizing the supply chain will decrease               

the lead time by half or even more, Participant 2 explained.  

 

It [the lead time] will shrink by half, maybe even more. So if you think of                
the entire supply chain, like a three month or like a six month supply chain               
is generally half product development and then half manufacturing, delivery          
etc. Whereas now you are actually shrinking the product development time,           
down by 80 % . So it is actually a lot. So you can cut the whole production                  
time from design to delivery by half. 

 

- Participant 2 

 

The participants discussed the possibilities of digitizing the product development process.           

Participant 2 saw potential in digital sampling, and expressed how it would decrease the lead               

time significantly. Digital sampling would replace the need of sending samples across the             

world between factory and designer. However, companies are still resisting digital sampling            

and prototyping, as they want to see the samples in real life rather than on virtual avatars,                 

Participant 2 claimed. They thought this was a result of digital sampling not being advanced               

enough yet. If digital sampling was developed further, and enough data could be captured in               

the design pdf file, digital sampling could produce prototypes which look more real and              
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eventually, introduce virtual sampling as a substitute for the use of actual samples. Participant              

3 also thought that digitizing prototyping processes had great potential in terms of cost cutting               

in the product development process, which currently is the most costly process in the supply               

chain. Product development is time-consuming and costly due to the extensive procedure of             

prototyping. Participant 3 explained how it would be easier to do changes on a digital 3D                

prototype which would automatically apply the changes to the garment pattern. Participant 1             

explained how the company is already working with a fully digitized supply chain, where the               

prototyping process is eliminated. When the end-customer orders a custom-made product           

online, the digitized pattern is immediately sent to a manufacturing plant. Participant 1             

mentioned that within three minutes from the point when the customer orders online, the              

manufacturer receives a notification of a new order and can start producing. The cut files               

generated by the garment configurator contains all necessary garment information,          

eliminating the need to send prototypes or samples between parties. 

 

5.3 Subtheme 3: A demand-driven supply chain based on data 
A third subtheme appearing from the empirical data was the ripple effect customized design              

will have on the supply chain and on production. Customized design is dependent on a supply                

chain that is more flexible and demand-driven. All participants mentioned becoming more            

demand-driven as a primary initiative for digitization. The participants also discussed what            

demand driven implies, explaining their views of how digitization is changing garment            

production and how the manufacturing needs to adapt as design becomes more            

demand-driven. 

 
Participant 2 discussed the benefit of digitizing production and defined the primary business             

driver as improved efficiency and quality. Participant 2 said there is potential in digitized              

manufacturing, as it brings the possibility to create a digital replica of a supply chain and the                 

factory. Sensors and tracking technology provides new possibilities to monitor the supply            

chain activities, easily spotting the bottlenecks. This insights bring the possibility to do more              

accurate analyses of operations and therefore improve performance. Participant 2 declared           

how a digitized supply chain gives the management a better chance to ground their decision in                

data rather than a gut feeling. They described how automatic production processes are able to               
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run all the time and manufacture high quality products without errors, whereas humans will              

always have an error-rate, however good they are at their job.  

 

On a performance side, you get much more efficient, because you are able             
to see precisely where you have gaps and bottlenecks. Then you can really             
adjust the root causes in real time, rather than waiting for you to be late with                
delivery. But you can actually see by the minute how your operations are             
going [...] if you could actually create a digital replica of your operations by              
using sensors or RFID or any other kind of technology, then you can             
actually see exactly where the bottlenecks are. You can do root cost            
analysis, you can be a lot more flexible and agile in responding and             
changing the nature of production, and you can have a real time reading of              
your operation, in a way that labour- intensive manufacturing can never           
achieve [...] If you are actually using automatic button machines or an            
automatic cutter, the error-rate is zero. Whereas even in the circumstances a            
human starts with an error-rate, and then after a week they get pretty good.              
And you can come to an error-rate near zero, whereas with machines - you              
can work them 24 hours a day and you’ll get perfect quality. So that is a                
powerful argument. But the factory has to believe in the future and invest in              
it, that tends to be a big barrier 
 

- Participant 2 

 

Participant 2 also brought up how there are also aspects concerning safety and sustainability              

when it comes to digitizing production, but the primary business driver being automation and              

efficiency.  

 

From a sustainability perspective, it is actually the same thing, resource           
conservation. It’s all about knowing where your drainage is. And also there            
are all these safety aspects, like robotics to prevent workers from getting            
hurt and new chemical sensors for detecting if the wastewater treatment is            
doing its job. So there is a whole health and safety aspect in new              
technology, using sensors and robots. But I think the primary business           
driver is the efficiency and the quality. 
 

- Participant 2 

 

Participant 4 described how creating a demand-driven supply chain is very hard, as there are               

many filters within the established supply chain that complicates any reconfiguration.           

Participant 4 highlighted how today’s supply chain cannot fully keep up with the market’s              

volatile demand. They explained how finding out what the market demand is, how to supply               
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it, what the lead time will be and the minimum quantities is a process with a very long time                   

frame. When the right information is acquired, the demand has already changed or the lead               

time is too long. This complicates the process of creating a demand-driven supply chain,              

Participant 4 said. Participant 3 pointed out how the term “demand-driven” is hard to define,               

as it can mean replenishment of bestselling products and more in-season replenishment, not             

necessarily a product developed according to the end customer’s preference. They clarified            

that regardless of how demand driven is defined, it requires a restructure of the supply chain                

and manufacture. A new structure in the supply chain might, however, risk the product quality               

requirements the brand represents, causing hesitation towards reconfigurations. 

 

The thing is that it is very complex, you have too many layers within the               
company and too many filters, basically. This costs you way too much            
time and demand comes and goes. And it can take many days until we              
finally have the information on how we can supply you with that specific             
garment, within what time frame, and what the minimums are. And           
usually when we find it out, the demand has already changed, or our lead              
time is so far away that it’s not relevant anymore. These are the big              
obstacles for us, because we still need to keep up with the quality that the               
brand stands for and this is really quite critical and not an easy subject to               
deal with. 

- Participant 4 

 

Participants 5 and 6 agreed on that the reconfiguration towards a more demand-driven supply              

chain is complicated, in particular for established companies. Established companies have a            

supply chain built around the tradition of forecasting quantity, which is not compatible with              

the agility a demand-driven supply chain requires, they said. Participant 5 clarified that             

clothing companies that start today have an advantage, as they can use digitization to build               

their business model and supply chain based on data and the preferences of today’s end               

customer. Established apparel companies, on the other hand, struggle as they cannot transform             

their supply chains overnight. Participant 5 also implied that this is already apparent in the               

industry, as new competitors who rely on digital technology and have created a more agile               

and demand-driven supply chain appear all the time. Participant 5 also initiated that this is a                

threat to every well-established firm in the industry. 
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Our long history is a challenge for us. If we had started today, here and now,                
just from scratch, we would have made things differently. Then we could            
have built factories in a completely different way, or created a different set             
up, which means the service would be based on the end-customer and not on              
a factory that assembles clothes. And I think that, if I should predict             
anything that might be a pitfall for well-established companies like          
ourselves within the next ten years, is that we might simply not have the              
time to change. Instead, competitors who do not even exist today will run             
ahead of us. And this is a big challenge in digitization. I hope that we have                
come pretty far already, but we also know that there are players who started              
from zero and who already start to pop up like competitors, although they             
did not exist a few years ago. This worries me a bit. 

- Participant 5 

 

An increased focus on customized products or custom-made products will increase the            

production volume of custom-made clothing and therefore, put constraints on today’s supply            

chain and production, Participant 6 predicted. They highlighted how manual labour must be             

replaced by highly automated production processes, in order to manage the increased demand             

of custom-made products. This, they pointed out, is a challenge for the production side of the                

supply chain, as custom-made products will require excellent tracking of the garment and a              

shorter lead time.  

 

This (ordering of custom-made products) will naturally demand more from          
production [...] but it actually starts from us, we cannot only demand our             
production to become more efficient, we also have to develop along with            
them. Everything we develop here must get down on production level, of            
course. We will need a much better tracking of where in the production line              
the garment is located.  
 

- Participant 6 

 

The reconstruction towards a demand driven and digitized garment production will require a             

lot of changes and investments in the manufacturing infrastructure, Participant 5 brought up.             

However, they thought the investments were crucial for the survival of the company. When              

specifying what kind of changes are needed in today’s supply chain, they explained how a               

larger quantity of custom-made garments will require a better tracking system than the ones              

existing today. They pointed out how the collection of customer data can be applied in the                

production facilities to increase efficiency in production. Accordingly, customer data would           
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provide a better insight into what actually needs to be produced and when, effectively leading               

to a reduction of costs spent on production. Using big data internally could also be beneficial,                

Participant 5 explained. Data could be used within the company to detect flaws in production               

and follow up on complaints. Data can therefore, according to them, be employed to create an                

internal feedback loop. They also saw a potential in using algorithms for creating automatic              

response to production, which is something manual labour can never achieve.  

 

If we have problems with yarns produced in May, these kind of patterns can              
be detected. I mean, there is no human who could ever detect those kinds of               
patterns, unless you have a big data installation and you set up algorithms             
that can learn to interpret this data. This will primarily be directed towards             
the end user, to create a better experience, but I think that there is also a lot                 
to win internally if you do it right. 

- Participant 5 

 

[...] in order to collect more data, for example about what kind of             
complaints we have and what kind of garments are getting the complaints.            
This could create an internal feedback loop. If we are able to discover that              
customers who have bought a certain quality are not coming back to the             
same extent as customers who bought another quality, then maybe we           
should question why we have the first quality to begin with, if we only have               
a resale percent of 30% compared to the other one having 86%. 

- Participant 5 

 

The financial investments needed in production in order to support a digitized supply chain              

was also recognized by Participant 1. However, they did not regard the financial investments              

in technology as a major obstacle to the conversion to a digitized supply chain. They               

explained how one of the beneficiaries with a fully digitized supply chain is the flexibility it                

provides, and this should be a major initiative for firms to convert. In a digitized fashion                

supply chain, manufacturing can be placed anywhere in the world as long as there are internet                

and the right cutting machines. 

 
The only thing they need (apparel manufacturers who use Participant 1:s           
service) are digital cutting machines. And a digital cutting machine costs           
100 000 euros. So if a manufacturing plant wants to buy two or three digital               
cutting machines, they can start. No matter where in the world they are. 

 
- Participant 1 
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Connectivity is an essential component in a demand-driven, digitized fashion supply chain            

and in digital manufacturing, Participant 2 brought forward. They pointed out how the whole              

supply chain from retailer, e-commerce, inventory management, product design and          

development need to be connected in order to achieve the agility in a demand-driven supply               

chain. They illustrated how the supply chain therefore is broken if manufacturing is left as               

labour intensive and manual.  

 

So digital manufacturing is just an essential component of the supply           
chain. If the whole supply chain from retailer, ecommerce, inventory          
management and product design and development are all connected, if you           
leave manufacturing as a labour intensive, unconnected enterprise, your         
supply chain is broken. You have to bring the labour intensive factory in             
Bangladesh and Cambodia and so on, into that area of connectivity           
because that’s the only way that you could actually get the fast response             
time that you need. So the idea of being that, if you see a certain trend on                 
the retail side, because the store has sensors and beacons and so on, then              
the retailer should be able to send a signal, or that signal should be              
automated, to increase or decrease production inside the factory. 

- Participant 2 
 

 

5.4 Subtheme 4: Communication and transparency enabled by               

digitization 
 

The fourth subtheme concerns the communication and transparency enabled by digitization.           

Participant 7 brought up how communication will improve as a result of digitization, as              

people, places and processes are better connected than ever before. They expected            

communication towards both customers and collaborative partners in the supply chain to            

improve, potentially saving both time and money. Participant 3 also thought of            

communication as essential in accomplishing a successful demand-driven supply chain,          

pointing out how the primary idea of a digitized supply chain is to achieve a real time                 

communication with all supply chain parties. Today, this process is still highly manual as              

documents are sent by mail to different supply chain parties. A digitized supply chain could               

achieve real time collaboration, which is less time consuming as Participant 3 pointed out.              
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Participant 4 similarly illustrated how cloud based software could enable supply chain            

communication and help parties to visualize garments better. They declared how digitized            

communication tools could revolutionize the supply chain. Participant 3 thought the option to             

visualize garments and fabrics would lead to a decrease in inventory levels. If more style               

options were simulated in the planning process, it would be easier to decide which ones not to                 

produce. Participant 3 thought visualizing garments and style alternatives with the help of             

digitized processes, could ease the process of decision-making. In turn, improved           

communication could lead to a decrease of materials needed and could also decrease the              

product range. Participant 3 expected inventory levels to decrease significantly as a result of              

digitization. 

 

What we look at is obviously cloud-based software, for collaboration tools,           
and our idea is that if you are able to visualize the garment that you want                
from the production side through a 3D-manner, you have that rotatable -            
then you can communicate visually a lot more than in the past when you              
had to do 2D sketches and add a lot of words and comments. In the future,                
you will have that visualized. Our idea about that is that you can actually on               
the 3D garment, in the cloud platform, you are able to comment directly on              
the garment, on the virtual garment and communicate with the vendor about            
that garment in the cloud somewhere.  

 

- Participant 4  

 

Future sharing of data across the supply chain would be a positive development, both              

Participants 1 and 7 underlined. Participant 1 explained how platform services could work to              

connect and automatize a supply chain, by sharing the customers information with the supply              

chain parties. Platform services can share customer data and connect the retailer with other              

supply chain parties, such as weaver and manufacturer. Other participants were more sceptical             

towards sharing of customer data. Participant 5 thought that data will become the most              

valuable competitive advantage for a firm in the future. Therefore, they considered it             

becoming increasingly important for a company to own its own data and to not share it.                

Future business models will be increasingly based on data and the data a company can obtain                

about customers becomes the most precious thing to a company. Already today, actors in the               

industry have realized the value of customer data and are therefore resistant when it comes to                
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sharing data about their products and services, Participant 5 argued. As an example, they              

brought up how retailers do not grant brands the right to own data about their products. 

 

They (retailers) won't share anything with us for free. If we want to know              
what sizes their customers are buying of our products, we have to pay,             
although they are selling our products. They have already realized the           
importance of collecting data. 
 

- Participant 5 
 
 
Participant 5 also predicted the future being quite different and the industry more oriented              

towards platforms. They thought digitization will impact the future fashion industry and lead             

to a few big retailers dominating the market, while smaller retailers will continue to disappear.               

Participant 1 also saw the future in a platform based industry, especially when it comes to                

custom-made clothing. They explained that the vision with the company, is to get big retailers               

to use their service and in this way become an industry-dominator of custom-made clothing.              

As a result, the extent of people who use custom-made configurators will expand. 

 

Personally, I think our company won’t be valued because of us having            
fantastic products, that is a part. But the biggest element, the most important             
part right now for all companies, is probably that you make sure to own              
your own data. Because, this will be the most precious thing you have [...]              
five years from now, I think there will not be as many brands on the market                
as today. I really believe in the phenomenon of “The big five”, which has              
already happened in the web-world, where there’s more or less just a few             
big dragons in every field and everyone else is quite non-existent. The same             
trend will come to our industry in the future, and then it is very important               
that you stick to the most valuable thing you have, which is your             
customer-data. In the end it doesn’t matter if you have a great product if              
there is no one who will buy it. Everyone buys from Amazon, or whoever              
will become the conqueror of our branch.  

- Participant 5 

 

Participant 2 highlighted how digitization automatically speeds up communication in the           

supply chain, as data generates all the collaterals a supplier will need in order to manufacture                

a product. The ability to communicate in real time does not necessary mean the              

communication is good, Participant 2 pointed out. The aim of digitizing the supply chain              

should rather be on solving the issue of creating a good communication between small              
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company and big company. According to them, bigger companies often demand smaller            

companies to adapt to the bigger company’s system. Participant 2 described how a factory              

often works with several different customers and must upload information onto several            

different systems. Participant 2 underlined this being very inefficient, but the factory is             

obliged to do it as the companies are the factory’s customers. Participant 2 was also sceptical                

towards the thought of companies sharing data, as this would mean competitors working             

together. Participant 2 did not predict that very likely.  

 

Many companies communicate by EDI (electronic data interchange), so         
that’s real time anyways. So that’s like big company to big company - it              
works. Where it breaks down is where you can get big company to small              
company, because then the big company says “Well, I have my platform,            
you have to login, and you have to input information”, usually manually,            
usually in a raw textform. And in a way that is uncheckable. So, to the               
extent that, one small factory may have ten customers. That factory has to             
go to ten different platforms and input this manual information, and that’s            
very inefficient. They hate it. But they need to do it because we’re a              
customer. So I think in that case, something like blockchain could help, like             
a multi-party trusted and so on, but that would take a lot of work to               
implement because you’re basically asking competitors to work together. 
 

- Participant 2 
 
Participant 3 also brought up the prevalent inefficiency when different supply chain parties             

work with different systems. The set of diverse IT systems is also complicating any possible               

industry specific collaboration. They explained that other companies have IT systems based            

on a different logic and not many are open for discussing collaboration. Participant 4 agreed               

on this point and specified how a collaboration is not possible at the moment, as there is no                  

way of connecting the different systems. Therefore a holistic approach towards supply chain             

management within the industry is hard to achieve. Collaboration is however achieved when it              

comes to risk management and sustainability, and in building industry specific roadmaps            

concerning these issues, Participant 4 argued. One of the advantages of owning the production              

plant compared to working with contracted suppliers, is that the production plant is linked to               

the same IT system, Participant 3 said. This obviously facilitates the communication. In a              

vertically integrated supply chain, it is easy to transfer documentations, such as patterns.             

When having the factory linked to the same IT system, Participant 3 saw it being easier to                 

keep production processes transparent. Participant 2 also brought up the possibilities           
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digitization can bring concerning these issues. Participant 2 said digitizing the production            

generates more transparent information about production activities and creates a better insight            

into what actually happens in a factory. According to they, this can empower workers and also                

push more sustainable manufacturing practises.  

 

5.5 Additional subtheme: A digitized supply chain does not mean                   

reshoring 
The last subtheme appearing from the empirical data, concerns the participants’ views on how              

digitization will impact sourcing and location of production and whether digitization could            

contribute to reshoring of production. This theme is treated as an additional subtheme, as it               

does not directly answer the research question. However, it fits the purpose of the study as it                 

touches upon how firms in the fashion industry can utilize the opportunities digitization and              

digital technology provide. As already declared, this is a particular interest to European             

manufacturing firms. 

 

As production processes become digitized, manual labour will decrease and lower transaction            

costs, which in turn can decrease the production lead time, Participant 4 argued. It could also                

lead to a change in the supply chain structure and location of production. Participant 4               

mentioned a possible rebalancing in the industry, as digitization paves the way for European              

manufacturing plants to become more automated and therefore competitive. Due to the            

advanced knowledge in digital technology among the European manufacturers, marketers and           

retailers might become more interested in placing production in Europe rather than in             

destinations further away, they imagined. 

 

The more you get automated, the better the European vendors are also able             
to compete with what is happening in China. So there will be a certain              
rebalancing hopefully, if we get more and more automated manufacturing          
processes. And manual labour will reduce. 

- Participant  4 

 

Unless technology develops exponentially within the next ten years, Participant 2 thought the             

fashion industry will remain very labour intensive. As long as the industry is labour intensive,               
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the balance of developing countries exporting textiles to developed countries will remain.            

They also pointed out how digitization and technological development is only one of several              

factors impacting the future of the fashion supply chain. In a global fashion supply chain, the                

level of labour intensive production is dependent on the level of education in the              

manufacturing countries. Participant 2 highlighted that the decision of whether or not a             

company should invest in a digitized supply chain, is grounded in the company’s business              

model. Participant 2 initiated that a business model based on short term results correlates              

better with employing low wage artisans in developing countries, rather than generous            

investments in digitizing manufacturing plants and educating artisans. Although technology is           

evolving, garment making is still complicated and requires a lot of manual work and a               

substantial amount of workers to make the quantities, Participant 2 said. Participant 2 stressed              

that digitization will initiate more sustainable production practises and a better supply chain             

tracking, but not necessarily a relocation of production or a dismantling of today’s global              

supply chain. 

 

Unless technology improves exponentially in the next ten years, for the next            
ten years, we will still have very labour intensive manufacturing for the            
garment industry. That is also because of the level of education in the             
developing countries and also because of the level of wages. So if you do              
the math, to buy one automated cutting machine - you can hire ten workers              
for five years. For those enterprises which are short-term and they need to             
see the return right away - they’re not going to do that. [...] I think there’s                
going to be digitization of process and work activities, and that will reduce             
the number of workers, but you will still need a lot of employees to do               
sewing and so on. But the tracking and the efficiency and the sustainability             
will be much better 

 
- Participant 2 

 

Digitizing production is a time-consuming process, Participant 3 stressed. Participant 4 agreed            

and clarified how this is a consequence of the differences in digital knowledge between the               

buyers and the suppliers. Production facilities in the manufacturing countries often do not             

share the same perception of break through technologies as agents in the ordering country.              

Designers and product developers thus have a different approach to digitization, Participant 4             

declared. When on-boarding and educating artisans in digitization, not only financial           

investments are required, but also a lot of time. Participant 3 pointed out how onboarding lasts                
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minimum one year. Participant 4 also emphasized that the business model is connected to how               

much assets are invested in education and onboarding. Whether a firm is prepared to invest in                

onboarding of digitized processes in foreign production facilities, depends on how loyal they             

are towards the suppliers and the product quality the supplier secures, Participant 4 clarified.              

Although digitization brings prospects of reshoring production back to the ordering country,            

Participant 4 pointed out how companies also have a responsibility towards their suppliers.             

The suppliers have cooperated with the buyers during many years, in order to develop the               

quality and consistency in the products that the buyers require and the brand stands for.               

Participant 4 underlined how their company has long-term objectives in their supplier            

relationship and therefore, changing to a sourcing partner who is more advanced in             

digitization is not an obvious option. 

    

We are quite loyal to our supply chain and it takes a long time to board them                 
on and it takes a long time for us to develop, and to be able to deliver the                  
quality that we want, and the consistency in the quality. Therefore, we are             
not deciding “ok, you’re not that advanced in digitization” and we say            
immediately “bye, bye” and jump to the next supplier who might be more             
advanced within digitization - we don’t do that. It is more about how can we               
develop together with them. This is sometimes also challenging, because the           
culture and the mindset and the understanding about the break-through          
technologies and game changing technologies are not there in those          
countries sometimes. 

- Participant 4 

 

Today’s production facilities are not optimized enough to meet the requirements of            

custom-made production, according to Participant 6. In order to encourage customers to buy             

custom-made clothing, a company also needs to make sure the lead time is not longer than for                 

a standard garment, they explained. Therefore, the production facilities need to develop in             

order to meet the requirements of making more customized clothing. The different levels of              

digital knowledge in the manufacturing country versus the country of the customers and the              

buying firm is however an obstacle to realization, Participant 6 explained. Participant 5             

recognized the potentials in reshoring production to a location closer to the end customer,              

although this would imply greater production costs. Participant 5 thought reshoring would not             

necessary be a result of a digitized supply chain, but rather, a result of a company deciding to                  

focus on selling custom-made clothing directly to the end consumer rather than through             
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wholesale. When the own web shop becomes more important than wholesale, the benefits of              

locating production closer to the end customer could be an initiative for reshoring. 

 

A customer who’s not buying a standard garment, but who wants to change             
something on the garment, this customer doesn’t want to wait for two            
months on the garment, the customer wants it within the normal delivery            
time. This of course is a gigantic challenge from a production perspective,            
and we sit here in Sweden and are used to our structure, but we still have                
production in Europe, but in countries where one doesn’t necessarily have a            
computer at home. 

 
- Participant 6 

 
 
Digitization will be the start of a selection process between those suppliers who work with               

certain technologies and those who do not, Participant 7 predicted. As digitization becomes             

more widespread, ordering companies can also demand the suppliers to have a certain level of               

digital knowledge incorporated in the supply chain. Participant 7 also saw the role of the               

intermediary changing due to digitization. Finding it hard to predict precisely how this role              

would change, they were convinced that digitization would question the role of the             

intermediary. Participant 2 on the other hand, underlined how there will always be a role for                

an intermediary to negotiate in the fashion supply chain, as long as it remains global to the                 

same extent as today. They described how there will always be a role for parties to                

intermediate between the first and the third world, as aspects such as different cultures,              

languages, laws and regulations are still apparent in a digitized world. 

 

I think there will always be a role for parties to intermediate between the              
first world and the third world. For as long as you have buyers sitting in               
Fribourg in Switzerland who want to buy from factories in China, they need             
someone on the ground. They don’t have enough business to have their own             
person, and all sorts of suppliers are everywhere. So they are going to need              
someone to actually navigate the control and you know other aspects of            
production. That person may not be going to the factory every day, they             
may be doing some of the inspections remotely, they may be using different             
measurement technologies to do quality inspections, they may be using third           
party firms to do some of the audits but they will be responsible for              
intermediating the relationship with the supplier. And that will, I think, stay            
forever. 

- Participant 2 
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6. Analytical discussion 
In this chapter, the main theme and the subthemes appearing from the empirical data are               

comparing and challenging the theoretical framework of the study. The cloud chain theory by              

Chandra and Grabis (2016) is used as a groundwork for elaborating the theory of supply chain                

configuration. Through the themes from the empirical data, units in a digitized supply chain              

are defined and the configuration between these units are described. The chapter also suggest              

how the units in a digitized fashion supply chain contribute to reconfiguration and how this is                

beneficial to a firm. In this way, the research question of how buying firms in the                

buyer-driven fashion supply chain can benefit from a digitized supply chain reconfiguration is             

analyzed and answered.  

 

This chapter also problematizes around the different themes appearing from the empirical data             

and discusses the added value in terms of further contextual understanding. As a natural result               

of discussing benefits concerning the digitized apparel supply chain, the interview participants            

also revealed challenges connected to a digitized fashion supply chain. These challenges and             

consequences are worth mentioning, as it gives a multifaceted description of what a             

reconfiguration to a digitized fashion supply chain involves.  

 

6.1 The configuration between units in the digitized supply chain 
The empirical data revealed that the aim of digitization is to create better products and               

services through cloud based and mobile technologies, produced in a more efficient way.             

According to the industry experts, digitization can enable efficient manufacturing of high            

quality products, which are compatible with the actual market demand. Chandra and Grabis             

(2016) defined the cloud chain as the supply chain in where a large part of value is added                  

through virtual supply chain units or communication channels. This is accomplished by            

linking physical units with virtual and information processing service units. By comparing the             

empirical data with the cloud chain theory by Chandra and Grabis, physical units, virtual units               

and information processing service units can be identified in the digitized fashion supply             

chain. Physical supply chain units could be regarded as the supplier, retailer, third-party             

logistics and the customer. These units process materials and products and are located in              
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certain physical locations, therefore fulfilling the definition of physical supply chain units by             

Chandra and Grabis (2016). Virtual supply chain units help to increase servitization by             

providing an added value to the product or service. In contrary to physical units, virtual units                

are not dedicated to a certain physical location (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). According to the               

industry experts, digitization provide companies with the possibility to create improved           

products and services for the customers. Several of the industry experts revealed they focused              

on developing a customization service to invite the customer to take part in the design               

process. Services for custom-made design and interactive posts on social media are examples             

of virtual units, as these units create a service that provide an added value to the customer.  

 

Information processing service units perform supporting activities to the virtual supply chain            

units (Chandra and Grabis, 2016). According to the empirical data, the most apparent             

information processing service in a digitized fashion supply chain, is the collection of big data               

concerning customers and their online behaviour. As the industry experts described, customer            

data can be used to improve services and products. Through virtual units such as online               

custom-made configurators, customer data is collected and interpreted to present customized           

solutions or products. The industry experts aimed at forecasting actual customer demand,            

based on their online activity.  

 

The empirical data can be used to explain the interaction between physical, virtual and              

information processing service units in a supply chain configuration. The empirical data also             

clarifies how this configuration, driven by a flow of data, constitutes the core function in the                

configuration, which is an elaboration of theory. In the digitized fashion supply chain, only              

when the virtual and information-processing service units support each other, the service or             

product can actually become better and improve the added value. A clear example of the               

configuration between physical, virtual and information processing service units, is          

Participant 5:s idea about creating a push in the purchase flow, i.e automatically remind or               

recommend an end-customer about a garment. It is possible to predict what kind of garment               

the customer would be interested in, based on the customer’s data, which is stored in a cloud                 

service, an information processing service unit. Push notifications are presented to the            

customer with the help of a virtual unit, such as a notification through a mobile device.                
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Through the virtual unit, the customer can respond. The response is passed on by the virtual                

unit to the information processing service unit, where it is absorbed and delivered to a               

manufacturing plant, a physical unit.  

 

Interactive customization services give the customer a chance to take part in the design              

process and could also be considered good examples of the configuration between physical,             

virtual and information processing service units. Virtual units, such as a custom-made            

configurators, collect data, which is stored with the help of a cloud service, i.e an information                

processing service unit. This information is thereafter adapted in the supply chain’s physical             

units, as retailers and designers consider the data in their planning of products and design. The                

fully digitized supply chain that Participant 1 works with, could be considered as an example               

of a supply chain configuration completely dependent on the configuration between the cloud             

chain units. The service reaches out to customers through the custom-made garment            

configurator implemented on retailers’ websites, characterized as virtual supply chain units.           

With the help of information processing service units, the digital cut-files from the             

configurator are transported to the physical unit, the manufacturing plant. As Participant 1             

described, the supply chain can be set up anywhere as long as there is internet and the right                  

cutting machine. This is declaring how the supply chain configuration is characterized by the              

reliance on virtual and information processing service units, while the importance of the             

physical units’ location is secondary. Picture 3 displays a supply chain configuration, where             

the flow of data between the physical, virtual and information processing services units             

initiates the physical product flow.  
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Picture 3: The configuration between units in a digitized fashion supply chain. 

  

 

6.2 How firms benefit from a digitized supply chain reconfiguration 
In this chapter, the perspectives generated from the existing literature and the theory are              

compared to the themes identified in the empirical data, in order to answer the research               

question. The main theme, “Efficient production of better products”, summarizes the objective            

of a digitized fashion supply chain. The ambition of improving products and services through              

digitization, expressed a desire among the participants to create a more customized,            

automated, agile and demand-driven supply chain. The four identified subthemes congregate           

the main objective of creating better products faster. “Customized design through data            

collection”, “The digitized design process”, “A demand-driven supply chain based on data”            

and “Communication and transparency enabled by the digitized fashion supply chain” explain            

the strategies a company can apply throughout the supply chain, in order to create an efficient                

production and better products. As earlier mentioned, the subthemes are not hierarchical and             

they do overlap to a certain extent. Relating to the previous chapter which explains the               

configuration between units in a digitized supply chain, a digitized fashion supply chain             

would be the supply chain configuration, in where data-collection from both customers and             

other supply chain parties, such as retailers, would initiate the design and manufacturing             

processes. In this way, a digitized fashion supply chain could be regarded as contradicting              

today’s fashion supply chain, which is mainly driven by forecasts and long lead times.  
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According to Chandra and Grabis’ (2016) theory of supply chain reconfiguration, supply            

chain reconfiguration increases the supply chain robustness internally and externally to the            

firm, and improves the flexibility as links and units have been rearranged. The industry              

experts described ways of how digitization could be utilized both internally and externally to              

the firm. All industry experts saw the initiative to digitize the supply chain as a chance to                 

revolutionize the way of forecasting demand, planning products and producing them. A            

constantly present topic in the interviews, was the participants’ vision of how digitization             

would be utilized to create clothing with style and quality, according to the actual customer               

preferences. In addition to this, the participants thought digitization could enable a faster and              

cheaper production. This could be related to Srai and Gregory’s (2008) explanation of supply              

chain network reconfigurability as the improvement in or development of the product or             

service across all units in the supply chain. The authors propose how this would further lead                

to reduced cost, better quality and improved supply chain flexibility.  

 

6.2.1 Expanded virtual units in the digitized fashion supply chain 

In the digitized fashion supply chain, the role of the customer has changed. The first sub                

theme appearing from the data, “Customized design through data collection”, revolves around            

the company’s ambition to build customized products based on customers’ data. As decisions             

concerning design are opened up to the customer through digital and mobile technology, the              

traditional role of the designer as an unrivalled and isolated unit could be regarded as               

changed.  

 

Compared to today’s fashion supply chain, the design and product development processes in             

the digitized fashion supply chain can be considered as expanded into involving multiple             

agents, namely the customer, the designer and the retailer. In the digitized supply chain, the               

customer could be considered as an added unit to the design and product development phase,               

by providing the company with data. Existing literature suggest how providing the service to              

create a custom-made garment is a way to invite the customer into the design process as a                 

source of information and technical knowledge (Xie and Jia, 2016). According to Chandra             

and Grabis (2016) the pattern of reconfiguration by expansion represents supply chain            

enlargement, by adding more units to the supply chain. By using virtual units to expand the                
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design process to involving the customer, the empirical data revealed how companies could             

provide an increased value to the customer. Virtual and information processing service units             

in the digitized fashion supply chain, enables companies to provide customization as an             

expansion of their services. Both Porter (1985) and Barney (1991) underlined how a firm’s              

competitive advantage lies in differentiation. Firms that provide either a better service or             

product than its competitors, or provides a product which no other competitor is providing,              

can gain competitive advantage. Customization services enabled by the digitized supply           

chain, could be regarded as creating a competitive advantage, a benefit, for the firm. 

 

When comparing the empirical data to the theory, it is possible to foresee how the expansion                

of virtual units could impact the forecasting process. In a digitized fashion supply chain,              

forecasting will increasingly become grounded in data and facts, rather than estimations.            

Firms will have an improved insight into the customer market and have more data on what                

kind of sizes and styles customers prefer. Piramuthu (2004) suggested that firms could utilize              

internet to build dynamic, adaptive supply chain configurations. The author further specified            

how this could enabled a supply chain wich was dynamically configured with the actual              

demand. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the expansion of the supply chain by virtual               

units could also benefit risk management. Customer data provides firms the chance to become              

better at predicting trends and demand. Products could be manufactured accordingly to            

demand and therefore, increase the sell through rate. In this way, the risk of building up too                 

large a stock inventory will decrease. The existing literature propose the main idea behind              

customization being the added value it provides as a service, as the customer directly              

participate in the decision-making of the design. The empirical data, however, revealed that             

the industry experts did not see the main benefit of customization being the added value it                

provides to the service. The participants viewed the primary benefit of customization being             

the possibility to collect customer data. Customization was considered as a process of storing              

enough customer data. Thereafter, the data could be mined into information which could help              

firms to create products that are more aligned with the actual customer demand.  

 

The fashion industry has become an industry where the competition for customers becomes             

more and more intense. As a result, firms race to have the most accurate predictions of                
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customer demand. It is interesting to consider how customer data has transformed into             

something similar to a market commodity. Participant 1 exemplified this, when clarifying how             

the custom-made configurator works to provide third party access to customer data, through             

the retailers who use the configurator service. Other participants brought up how customer             

data has become so valuable, that it makes collaboration across the industry problematic.             

Participant 5 pointed out how not even parties in their own supply chain, the retailers, want to                 

share data with other supply chain parties. The connectivity has provided companies with a              

new sphere of information, which also creates new territories to capitalize on. As customer              

data becomes a more valuable competitive advantage on the market, the firms who acquire the               

most data become the most powerful. Further, the collection and usage of customer data              

presents an obvious dilemma. One could question whether the customer using a custom-made             

service online fully understands the purpose behind the service, which is to obtain the              

customer’s demographic, personal, behavioural and biometric data. Is data collection          

justifiable as long as it provides an added value to the service? Lately, laws and regulations                

start catching up on the development of connectivity, and restrictions are being enforced to              

limit companies’ access and usage of individuals’ data online. Privacy laws and regulations             

lay out rules for firms’ data capture, storage, usage and sharing. An example is the General                

Data Protection Requirements (GDPR) regulation by the European Union, which forces stiff            

penalties on companies who do not comply (Uzialko, 2018).  

 

In the interviews, the industry experts pointed out how it is important to find the balance                

between digitization and brand value. The respect towards the brand and the design expertise              

cannot be lost when opening up services for customization. If the future will revolve around               

design being more grounded in data and more accurate concerning customer’s actual            

preferences, it is worth considering what impact this might have on the course of trend               

dictation. Who is dictating future trends in an industry where everything is designed             

accordingly to predictions based on customers’ online activity? How will this impact the role              

of the designer? The apparel industry is a creative industry, where designers and fashion              

companies always have expressed brand narratives through design. Customers expect fashion           

companies to create styling that triggers their interest and inspires them, often by being taken               

by surprise. When designing accordingly to customer data, brands assume customers know            
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what they want. As design becomes more driven by data, it is worth considering the future of                 

fashion brands as a source of inspiration. Maybe there is a risk of fashion brands giving up                 

some of the fundamental creativity in the design, the more design becomes data-oriented. 

 

6.2.2 Virtual units replace physical units 

The second subtheme appearing from the data, “The digitized design process”, concerns the             

possibilities digitization can bring to the design and production planning processes. As            

mentioned in the interviews, product development is a costly and time consuming process. In              

the buyer-driven fashion supply chain, prototyping is a standard procedure in the product             

development process. It often results in parties sending samples and prototypes back and forth              

between manufacturing plant and buyer. The empirical data revealed that digitization provides            

the means of projecting design virtually. Styles are no longer created separately in a manual               

manner, but many are generated automatically. In turn, the planning process can accelerate             

and the lead time decrease significantly. Virtual sampling and prototyping have the prospects             

of substituting the physical prototyping of today. Therefore, it can be compared to the              

reconfiguration pattern of reconfiguration by changing units and links (Chandra and Grabis,            

2016). Links and units change when prototyping is managed through virtual units instead of              

physical units.  

 

Digitization could also be regarded as enabling the complete removal of the prototyping             

procedure. Participant 1 claimed there being no prototyping in a fully digitized supply chain,              

as a custom-made configurator creates the design and can send it straight to the manufacturer,               

which results in financial and time savings. Chandra and Grabis (2016) refer the supply chain               

reconfiguration pattern of Reconfiguration by changing links, to existing links in the supply             

chain being excluded. As virtual customization becomes more widespread in the industry,            

virtual units and information service processing units modificate the construction of the            

supply chain and the extent of prototyping as we know it today will differ or even be left out. 

 

Sanchez (1995) argued a firm’s strategic flexibility determines the competitive advantage of a             

firm, and strategic flexibility depends on the resources a firm has. Volbera (1996) further              

proposed organizational flexibility being beneficial to a firm, as it enables the company to              
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operate in a turbulent environment. When replacing physical units with virtual and            

information processing service units in the supply chain, connectivity and information could            

become a valuable resource which also determines the flexibility of a company. As described              

by the interview participants, when planning processes become digitized, changes and           

adjustments can easily be made. This is beneficial in an environment where demand is              

volatile. 

 

6.2.3 The impact of information processing service units on production 

The changed demand and the introduction of customization services, require a flexible supply             

chain and manufacturing infrastructure, to deliver accordingly to customer demand. As           

recognized by the industry experts, this will require a higher level of automation and this is                

where digitization plays an important role. The supply chain reconfiguration pattern of            

Reconfiguration by changing units defined by Chandra and Grabis (2016), can be referred to              

the digitization of production in the fashion supply chain. The empirical data revealed that the               

introduction of information processing service units, such as cloud technology, will lead to             

significant transformation of production. The textile industry is known for its labour            

intensitivity, but this might change if digitization enables automation, which could reduce the             

need of manual labour. As indicated in the empirical data, when production processes become              

digitized, the supply chain becomes more automated and connected than before. This is in line               

with the suggestions made by Kumar et al (2016) of digital technologies reconfiguring the              

supply chain into becoming less complex and more agile.  

 

The industry experts, especially the ones representing the fashion firm’s perspective,           

recognized how digitization has opened up the market for competitors who create agile supply              

chains built on the utilization of customer data. This poses a threat to well-established              

companies. As Participant 5 pointed out, the long history of a company can turn into a                

disadvantage in the process of reconfiguration. Dess, Newport and Rasheed (1993) brought up             

how inertial forces controlling an organization can prove it difficult to implement change in              

their supply chain configuration. The authors concluded how changes in the supply chain             

configuration requires major changes in the firm’s strategic direction and the internal            

structures and processes. This is relatable to the empirical data, that revealed how             
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well-established companies often have long-term contracts with suppliers and a business           

model which is built around forecasting of quantity. Digitizing a well-established supply            

chain is therefore a difficult, time consuming and expensive process. The companies have a              

responsibility towards their suppliers, which is an incitement to invest in the development of              

suppliers, rather than to build up a new supply chain infrastructure. The empirical data              

suggested that there might however be a possibility of digitization bringing about a natural              

selection of suppliers, if there is a predominant financial tradeoff between suppliers with a              

higher level of digital knowledge and those lacking the necessary knowledge and equipment.             

The natural selection between suppliers is further relatable to Dess, Newport and Rasheed’s             

(1993) classical configuration theory, describing how there are forces of change and forces of              

resistance connected to reconfiguration. Occasionally, the force of change becomes stronger           

than the resistance, leading to reconfiguration as a result.  

 

As apparent in the empirical data, another positive result of digitizing the supply chain, is               

transparency. This was discussed and recognized among all the industry experts. The more             

processes and operations are monitored, the more transparency they provide. The participants            

explained how transparency is crucial for analyzing the efficiency and optimizing the supply             

chain performance. As a result of processes being digitized, more data is available across the               

supply chain. Analyzing operations become easier in order to optimize the performance and             

for management to make decisions grounded in accurate data. Likewise, the transparency and             

tracking enabled by digitization create opportunities to accomplish a more sustainable supply            

chain. The industry experts suggested transparency generated through digitization, can          

function to support the environment and people connected to the supply chain. As apparent in               

the empirical data, digitization creates opportunities for monitoring aspects concerning health           

and safety, which in turn can be a way to improve working conditions in the supply chain. 

 

6.2.4 Communication and transparency enabled by changed attributes of the units and                       

links 

The industry experts predicted communication across the supply chain advancing significantly           

through digitization. As apparent in the empirical data, virtual supply chain units and             

information processing service units in the digitized fashion supply chain, play an important             
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part internally to the firm. Virtual units and information processing service units provide the              

ability to visualize and communicate on a more integrated level than before. According to the               

participants, this is beneficial as it can streamline production, lower transaction costs and in              

particular, facilitate the planning processes and decision-making. The industry experts had           

different takes on the increased level of communication externally to the firm. All participants              

saw the future moving towards a platform-based industry, where virtual and information            

processing service units were utilized to build business relationships across the industry.            

Sharing data could work to connect the buyer with the manufacturer on a more integrated               

level than before.  

 

The supply chain reconfiguration pattern of Reconfiguration by changing attributes of the            

units and links by Chandra and Grabis (2016) refers to the change of supply chain attributes                

into a network level of structural patterns. As discussed during the interviews, a move towards               

a platform-based industry, would change the current structure into becoming a network, a             

platform where actors could interact. A platform-based industry where smaller actors connect            

on bigger platforms, would transform the industry as we know it today. Andrews et al. (2016)                

further supported this line of thought, as the authors described how a digitized supply chain               

can extend the integration of all functions and tie together all players - the suppliers,               

manufacturers, warehouses, distributors and the customers.  

 

The existing literature suggest the role of the intermediary in supply chains will change, as               

digitization enables a more integrated communication between parties. The empirical data           

however revealed that as long as the structure of the buyer-driven supply chain remains, with               

buyers and manufacturers located in countries far away from each other, there will always be               

a role for the mediator. The participants brought up how although a digitized supply chain can                

generate great benefits for communication, this is not always accomplished. Factories and            

buyers often have different IT systems. As long as the systems cannot connect, the result may                

be inefficiency, which contradicts the whole aim of a digitized supply chain. Different firms              

build their IT systems around different logics, and the factories are the ones who are forced to                 

adapt. If digitization could make the industry become more platform oriented, homogenized            

patterns and cut files from a wide range of different brands and designers, might be a solution                 
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to the identified problem of manufacturers having to adapt to different IT systems. However,              

the industry experts highlighted how competitors in the industry are highly sceptical towards             

working together on these issues. This is also is the main source of the lack of agreement                 

between industry actors when it comes to IT systems. Hall and Saias (1980) declared a high                

level of formalization and centralization in a firm, being an inhibition for implementation of              

innovation and creativity. As proven by the industry experts, firms might be sceptical towards              

adapting new business practises and utilize the possibilities digitization provides, which in            

turn could prevent them from benefiting from it. 

 

6.3 Digitization and reshoring 
The last subtheme emerging from the thematic analysis is labeled “A digitized supply chain              

does not mean reshoring”. This theme is brought up as the topic of reshoring was discussed in                 

all interviews. Reshoring is a subject connected to the field of digitized supply chains and               

manufacturing, as existing literature suggest digitization being a lever for reshoring of textile             

manufacturing. 

 

The digitization of the supply chain requires a holistic approach and is a process which have                

to involve all parties in the supply chain, including the factory. The industry experts brought               

up how digitization could boost the competitiveness of European manufacturers, as they have             

the same perception of break through technologies as the European buyers. Therefore,            

European manufacturers might become a more “natural” choice for European fashion firms in             

the future. The industry experts saw there being a chance of a rebalance of the industry in the                  

future, intending the reshoring of production closer to the location of the buying firms and the                

location of the customers. The buying firms could benefit from this, as being closer to the                

customer could decrease delivery time and be a beneficial result of reshoring. However, the              

industry experts also pointed out how technology has not yet advanced to the extent that               

clothing manufacture can be fully automated and it still requires a large amount of manual               

labour, which is the main obstacle for reshoring of production.  

 

Another point worth reflecting on, is how the adaption of digitization might be connected to               

the business model of the buying firm. Whether the buying firm is prepared to make the                
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supplier investments digitization requires, might depend on the business model. These           

conclusions are based on the empirical data, as the industry experts suggested a fashion              

company which has a tradition of working with short-term supplier contracts, produces            

clothing in large quantities and depends on short-term returns, often has a business model in               

where low-cost labour is the primary business driver. These firms might be more resistant              

towards making the investments digitization requires, at least as long as a low-cost labour is a                

more favourably and profitable alternative for the large production quantities.  
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7. Conclusions 
This qualitative study explores how buying firms can implement digitization in the            

buyer-driven fashion supply chain to support innovation and increase competitiveness. The           

research question composed for the study was “How can buying firms in the buyer-driven              

fashion supply chain benefit from a digitized supply chain reconfiguration?”. The empirical            

data obtained through semi-structured interviews conducted with a sample of seven industry            

experts, elaborate the theories of supply chain configuration. The qualitative research method            

was chosen, as it has the unique means of developing theory through in-depth insights of an                

empirical phenomena. The field of research was entered by reviewing the existing literature             

on digitized supply chains in the context of the fashion industry, in order to create an initial                 

statement of what a digitized fashion supply chain constitutes and identify the gap in              

knowledge. The reviewed literature and the theory of supply chain configuration, established            

the foundation for the study. The study involves modification of the theory on supply chain               

configuration, as it integrates the contextual traits of the digitized fashion supply chain and              

describes the configuration between physical, virtual and information processing service units.           

The study further outlines how a digitized supply chain reconfiguration creates benefit to a              

firm.  

 

The empirical data was thematically analysed, resulting in the emergence of one overarching             

main theme and five subthemes. The main theme was labelled “Efficient production of better              

products”, as it outlines the objective of a digitized fashion supply chain reconfiguration. All              

industry experts related the elemental benefit of a digitized fashion supply chain to improved              

production planning and an increased added value to the service or product. The empirical              

data revealed that the outcome of digitizing the fashion supply chain, was the ambition to               

accelerate the lead time and to get a more precise insight into customer demand. The four                

subthemes were labeled “Customized design through data collection”, “The digitized design           

process”, “A demand-driven supply chain based on data” and “Communication and           

transparency enabled by digitization”. The four identified subthemes constitute the main           

objective of creating better products faster, described by the main theme. The main theme and               
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the subthemes were compared to the theories of supply chain configuration in order to answer               

the research question of the study. The fifth subtheme, “A digitized supply chain does not               

mean reshoring”, has been treated as a separate, additional subtheme. This subtheme does not              

directly answer the research question but is still relevant for the aim of the study.  

 

The elementary business opportunity in a digitized supply chain, is the combination of digital              

and physical resources to raise performance and support business innovation. In line with the              

definition of a cloud chain by Chandra and Grabis (2016), a digitized supply chain links               

physical supply chain units, virtual supply chain units and information processing service            

supply chain units. The configuration between physical units, virtual units and the information             

processing service units were identified in the digitized fashion supply chain. The            

configuration between the units is crucial to create an added value to a service or a garment.                 

The empirical data revealed clear examples of how the configuration between the units is              

applied to collect and store data, which in turn is utilized to create benefits for the firm.  

 

After identifying the units in the digitized fashion supply chain, the themes from the empirical               

data were further compared to the theoretical framework. The comparison defined how the             

virtual supply chain units and the information processing service units can reconfigure the             

digitized fashion supply chain to create benefit for the firm. The comparison of the first               

subtheme, Customized design through data collection, revealed that the pattern of           

reconfiguration by expansion can be identified in the digitized fashion supply chain. Here, the              

customer is added as a source of technical knowledge. The customer can interact with the               

company through virtual supply chain units and share his or her data, which is stored by                

information processing service supply chain units. The data is beneficial for the company in              

the planning process. The data can be used to bring cost savings and facilitate product               

development processes. It can also work as a component of risk management, as accurate data               

can be beneficial for the company in forecasting and lead to an increased sell-through rate.  

 

The second theme, The digitized design process, revolved around the possibilities digitization            

can bring to design and product development. This theme was compared to the             

reconfiguration pattern of reconfiguration by changing units and links. In the digitized fashion             
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supply chain, the physical process of prototyping and sampling could be replaced by virtual              

units and information processing service units. Links and units in the digitized fashion supply              

chain are therefore changed from physical supply chain units into virtual or information             

processing service supply chain units. This is beneficial to the firm as it can contribute to a                 

decreased lead time and save transaction costs.  

 

When comparing the third theme, A demand-driven supply chain based on data, the             

introduction of information processing service units into production, was recognized as the            

reconfiguration pattern of reconfiguration by changing units. In a digitized fashion supply            

chain, information processing service units contribute to an increased level of automation by             

collecting and storing data from different parties across the supply chain. Increased            

automation is beneficial for a firm, as it can create a more agile and demand-driven supply                

chain. An increased level of transparency is another result of the change of information              

processing service units in the supply chain. Transparency in the supply chain is beneficial as               

it provides information for analyzing operations to optimize performance. This is a powerful             

addition to decision making on a managerial level. This also provides possibilities for             

establishing initiatives concerning environmental and social sustainability into the supply          

chain.  

 

The fourth theme, Communication and transparency enabled by the digitized fashion supply            

chain, was compared to the reconfiguration pattern of reconfiguration by changing attributes            

of the units and links. In the digitized fashion supply chain, virtual and information processing               

service units play an important role both internally and externally to the firm. The pattern of                

reconfiguration by changing attributes of the units and links, refers to the change of supply               

chain attributes into a network level of structural patterns. A digitized supply chain enables an               

integrated level of communication between supply chain parties, which is beneficial as it can              

contribute to streamlining production, lower transaction costs and facilitate the planning           

process and the decision making. A digitized fashion supply chain will turn the industry into               

becoming more platform-oriented, as communication between parties and across the industry           

is enabled. Real time communication will decrease lead time and could contribute to a              

decrease of inventory levels. 
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The industry expert interviews also brought up problems concerning a digitized           

reconfiguration of the supply chain. The empirical data revealed some contradictions to the             

existing literature. One of the most prominent contradictions was the industry experts’ view             

on the benefit of customization. The existing literature suggest the fundamental idea of             

customization is to create an improved customer experience, while the empirical data revealed             

that customization is mainly performed to collect customer data. Another interesting point            

discussed in this paper, was how digitization has led to customer data becoming a valuable               

asset to the firm, almost like a commodity. At the same time as digitization has enabled                

improved ways of communicating with all parties in the supply chain, the improved access of               

information has also made the collaboration between supply chain parties more vulnerable.            

Companies become more aware of collecting and protecting their customers’ data, as it has              

proven to generate a competitive advantage if utilized right. This might make companies             

reluctant to collaborate, instead of improving alliances across the supply chain and in the              

industry. 

 

The traditional buyer-driven fashion supply chain is known for its complexity as a result of its                

global reach and subcontractor structure. Existing literature suggests digitizing the fashion           

supply chain could reduce supply chain complexity and possibly be a lever for reshoring              

manufacturing domestically. The idea of using digital technology to encourage business           

innovation, has also been brought up on a supranational level, as it laid the foundation of the                 

new industrial policy by the European Commission in 2012. The industrial policy aims at              

finding ways to keep the manufacturing industries in Europe and prevent them from             

relocating to other continents. A digitized fashion supply chain is highly automated and             

requires less human labour, which insinuates that the location of manufacturing is not as              

dependent on low-cost labour as today’s traditional buyer-driven supply chain. The digital            

knowledge existing among European firms could be utilized to create new ways of designing              

and producing clothing regionally in a cost-efficient and agile manner, instead of outsourcing             

production to developing countries. Further, this could improve the competitive advantage of            

the European apparel manufacturing firms. This study however points out how reconfiguring            

the supply chain through digitization is a complicated and time consuming process, especially             

for well-established firms with a long history and long-term contracts with suppliers. These             
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companies have a hard time to reconfigure the supply chain, as it has a lot of people and                  

processes connected to it. However, digitization allows new competitors to emerge and a             

reconfiguration is necessary for the survival of the companies. This also indicates that a              

digitized fashion supply chain does not necessarily lead to a relocation of production closer to               

the buyer, i.e reshoring, as firms can instead focus on educating the artisans in the production                

countries. This study also revealed how the reconfiguration towards a digitized fashion supply             

chain could be connected to the business model. Companies with a business model mainly              

based on mass production through low-cost labour and fast returns, might be the last ones               

ready to make financial investments in digitization.  

 

7.1 Limitations to the study 
Kvale (2007) underlined how a qualitative interview should not be regarded as an open              

dialogue between egalitarian partners. The interview is rather a specific professional           

conversation with a clear power asymmetry, as the interviewer has scientific competence and             

defines the interview situation. The interviewer determines the topic, poses questions and            

decides which answers to follow-up (Kvale, 2007). This has generated criticism towards the             

qualitative interview approach, as an issue has been how the different wording of interview              

questions has led to a lack of consistency. The interviewees might not always answer the same                

questions, based on how the researcher was wording the questions (McNamara, 2009). By             

piloting the interview, this dispute was mainly avoided in this study. However, after the first               

interview the researcher saw the need to further clarify the wording in some of the questions                

prior to the second and third interview. As the qualitative interview allowed flexibility and              

deviations from the interview guide, the main idea was to make each interview cover the same                

areas of information. This was accomplished despite some smaller differences in the phrasing             

of questions. Since the interviewees had different background and professional experience,           

the interviewer noticed their different abilities to elaborate on the interview questions.            

Therefore, the extent of follow-up questions was based on the interviewee's interest and             

willingness to elaborate on a question.  

 

Research proof evidence of differences in the responses an interviewer gets when asking             

questions by telephone rather than in person. Bryman (2012) described studies, where the             
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interviewer was more likely to give vocalized responses to show understanding when the             

interview was conducted in person. Further, interviewees tend to talk for a longer time when               

seeing the interviewer in person rather than through a call. The fact that two interviews for                

this study was arranged through video teleconference call and two without the interviewer and              

the interviewee being able to see each other, could therefore have had an impact on the data                 

generation. As one participant handed in the answers in written, the interviewer could not help               

the participant in answering the questions. Further, the researcher had no possibility to probe              

the participant to elaborate on the answers. These factors could have created a risk of missing                

out on data, which is a limitation to the study. 

 

No researcher can be objective, although they strive to be. Abductive reasoning belongs to              

cognitive reasoning, as the process of reasoning follows a less formalized and less             

predetermined path. Cognitive reasoning is not based on formal rules and procedures, which             

makes the transparency challenging (Dubois and Gadde, 1999). The theory elaborating           

process of the study has aimed at being transparent as possible, in order to show the cognitive                 

reasoning. However, it is impossible to be completely transparent when the interview            

participants are provided with anonymity. Although the paper provides the reader with a lot of               

the original empirical data, it does not include all empirical data, as this would have made the                 

paper too extensive. The exclusion of data is however a factor decreasing the level of               

transparency in the study. 

 

All aspects of a qualitative study, including the sample, must be judged in context of the                

study’s purpose, in other words how well the sample supports the study’s purpose (Patton,              

2001). The sample includes industry experts who have relevant knowledge of the fashion             

supply chain and digitization. Nevertheless, five of the seven participants have a background             

within luxury fashion and two participants have a background in supply chain management             

solutions. Therefore, there is limitation concerning the generalization of the study to theory, as              

the sample is not representative for all segments within the fashion industry. The study also               

has other limitations concerning the sample and the data collection. The inter-individual and             

interactive construction of reality organizes the subjective structure of meaning and           

knowledge into common organizational practises. Weick (1995, according to Froschauer and           
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Lueger, 2009) refer to this as “sensemaking” in organizations, which enables people to act by               

adding coherence to the world and thereby creating system and expectability. Sensemaking is             

therefore produced not only on an individual level, but also at the collective level. As               

mentioned, two interviews were conducted with both interview participants being present at            

the same time. This needs to be taken into consideration as a possible limit to the study and as                   

an impact on the data generation, as each participant’s opinions and views might have been               

affected by the presence of the other interview participant. Factors such as power dynamics              

between the interview participants could have an impact on the data. In particular, when one               

person in the paired depth interview dominates and does not give the other participant the               

equal opportunity to express themselves. This could cause the other participant to not             

concentrate on accurately participating or interacting. Another disadvantage is the chance of            

the participants not being genuine, as they might feel they should be unified and tell the same                 

story, although they interpreted an issue differently (Wilson, Onwuegbuzie and Manning,           

2016).  

 

7.2 Suggestions for further research 
The in-depth interviews conducted with the seven industry experts, provided the study with             

deep and rich data for analysis - an indication of the study reaching data saturation. However,                

suggestions for future studies could be to include an even bigger sample. Another idea for               

further research, could be to investigate how new regulations concerning data privacy laws             

will impact the fashion companies’ collection and utilization of data. The idea behind             

regulation of data protection is that consumers should have more control over how their              

personal and biometric data is collected and stored. It could be interesting to investigate how               

much understanding consumers have of the collection of their data and how it is used by                

fashion companies. Another potential area for further research, could be to investigate how a              

digitized supply chain reconfiguration could improve sustainability in the fashion supply           

chain. As revealed in this study, digitization enables transparency in the supply chain and an               

improved monitoring of processes. It could be interesting to study how this can be applied in                

order to generate improved environmental and social sustainability in the fashion supply            

chain.  
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It could also be interesting to conduct a longitudinal study with a similar purpose and research                

question as this study. Reconfiguring the supply chain to industry transformations is a             

time-consuming process, and a study which extends over a longer period might reveal more              

valuable insights of the issue and could be beneficial for fully understanding the phenomena              

of how digitization initiates supply chain reconfiguration. A final suggestion for further            

studies, is the connection of the digitized fashion supply chain and the buying firm’s business               

model. As the findings in this study indicate, there is a connection between investments in               

digitization of the supply chain and the business model. It could be interesting to compare               

companies representing different segments of the fashion industry, such as high street fashion             

and luxury fashion, to investigate whether the connection between business model and            

attitudes towards digitization and supply chain configuration. 
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APPENDIX A:  INTERVIEW GUIDE  

Interview for Master’s thesis  

May, 2018 

Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions. 

The questions for my Master’s thesis are all semi-structured, which means that the interviewees are encouraged                               

to elaborate freely on their answers. The interviewees’ personal rights and dignities are respected. No names,                               

personal or company information will be disclosed in the research. All data will be kept from the public and                                     

accessible only to me. The final Master’s thesis will be published on the DiVA-portal, which is a digital archive for                                       

Swedish research and student theses.  

Please feel free to contact me or my supervisor, Associate Professor at the University of Borås, Rudrajeet Pal                                   

( rudrajeet.pal@hb.se , +46 33 435 4530) if you require any further information. 

Sincerely,  

 
Josephine Åkers  

josephine.aakers@gmail.com  +358 45189 8582 

Skype: josephine.akers1  LinkedIn: Josephine Åkers  

 
ABSTRACT 

Future customers will demand personalized goods and services. Value creation must therefore have a larger                             

focus on product development and design, supply chain management and after-sales services. The key to                             

success in the future textile and apparel industry, is reduction of the reliance on traditional demand forecasting.                                 

Firms should instead put a larger focus on adopting shorter lead times and agile supply chain designs. Industry                                   

4.0 will require an evolution of how textile and apparel is designed and produced. It requires an implementation                                   

of new technologies able to identify data for expanding a consumer driven design and product development,                               

combined with new technologies for flexible, local on-demand production.  

 

The aim of the study is to explore how digitization can be implemented in the fashion supply chain and support                                       

innovation and competitiveness for firms. The purpose of the study is to explore how firms in the apparel                                   

industry utilize digitization and digital linking technology to create benefits. 

 

My research is affiliated with the Fashion Big Data Business Model-project, which is described below. 
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Project summary 

The Fashion Big Data Business Model -project started in December 2017 and is spanning                         

over a three year period. The project brings together representatives from academia and                         

industry practitioners from the textile and apparel industry. With a funding of 3,7 million                           

euros by the European Union under the Horizon 2020 Programme, the project aims to                           

develop a new knowledge-based business model for quickly delivering personalized                   

products through locally connected supply chains. 

The project will create a digital platform for a European based textile supply chain.                           

Through the data-driven digital platform, all units in the textile supply chain will connect;                           

from sourcing of materials to the customer’s request.  

The digital platform will contain a virtual space for giving the customer an                         

opportunity to collaborate in the design.  

This is the first time this kind of a B2B2C business model will be built with the aim of                                     

creating customized textile products in Europe. The Fashion Big Data Business                     

Model- project promotes innovation and preserves the professional knowledge in the                   

European textile and apparel industry. 

Would you like to find out more about the project? 

Please feel free to contact  

Associate Professor Rudrajeet Pal,  

The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås   

rudrajeet.pal@hb.se   +46 33 435 4530  

Or visit the project website:  www.fbd-bmodel.eu   
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There are four sets of questions concerning digital design and co-design, digital manufacturing,                         

virtual communication network and big data driven supply chains. These categories are related to the                             

digitally reconfigured* textile and apparel supply chain. 

 

DIGITAL DESIGN AND DIGITAL CO-DESIGN. Digital co-design is the digital collaborative process between                         

customer, retailer and manufacturer to create a product designed according to a customer’s preferences). 

 

1. How do you work with digital design?  

 

2. If yes, how do you think digital design is changing the following:  

a. Design and product development? 

a. Production lead time? 

b. Communication throughout the supply chain? 

c. Transaction costs? 

 

3. Are you familiar with digital co-design, and in that case how? I.e. the customer could participate in the design                                         

process through digital tools. 

 

4. How do you think digital co-design could impact the textile and apparel supply chain?  

 

Feel free to add anything you would like to share: 

 

 

DIGITAL MANUFACTURING: Digital manufacturing in the textile and apparel supply chain, such as digital and                             

3D printing, digital cutting, digital order management etc. 

 

1. Could you briefly explain your experiences of digital manufacturing? 

 

2. How is digital manufacturing changing the textile and apparel supply chain? 

 

a. Production lead time? 

 

b. Transaction costs? 
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c. The need of prototyping? 

 

d. Inventory levels? 

 

e. Communication throughout the supply chain? 

 

Feel free to add anything you would like to share: 

 

 

Virtual communication networks in the textile and apparel supply chain: Industry specific, internet based                           

knowledge sharing platforms, uniting suppliers, retailers and designers for exchanging ideas and planning                         

resources in real time. 

 

1. How do you think the flow of information could change, if digital and virtual technology enabled a more                                   

cross-organizational and direct communication within the industry (between suppliers, designers,                   

retailers)?  

 

2. Do you think this would have an impact on the role of intermediaries or middlemen in the textile and                                     

apparel supply chain? 

 

Feel free to add anything you would like to share: 

 

 

 

Big data-driven supply chains. More and more textile and apparel firms use supply chains driven by big data,                                   

with data being stored and supported by cloud services. 

 

1. Could you briefly explain your experiences of how data can drive the supply chain? 

 

2. How can firms in the textile and apparel industry use big data driven supply chains when it comes to 

 

a. Sharing and tracking of customers’ data? 

 

b. Sharing and tracking of suppliers’ data? 

 

3. How is the implementation of big data changing the textile and apparel supply chain? 
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Feel free to add anything you would like to share: 

 

 

 

 

How do you think digital technology can impact today’s globally extended textile and apparel supply chains? 

 

 

What do you think the future textile and apparel supply chain will look like? 

 

 

 

 

*digitally reconfigured supply chains: The supply chain in where a large part of value is added through virtual supply chain units                                         

or communication channels, as well as products and services are made available through cloud based or mobile technologies. 
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